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In the second century there arose a tradition that 3t.
Hark derived the material of his Gospel from the sermons lYhich
he had heard preached ty the Apostle Peter, Beginning ’vith
Papias and extending dovn to Jerome this tradition t78,s accepted
and passed on by the Church Fathers. Having been taken more or
less at face value dovn until the rise of the higher criticism
this tradition enjoyed r.’-idespread and continuous support through
some sixteen centuries. Since the beginning of the nineteenth
century, ho'vever, -^hen the historical method 'vas applied to the
study of the Scriptures, several theories have been put forth,
that have suggested a different origin for Hark than that v/hich
vre call_the Petrine Tradition. The problem has arisen of i
determining -vYhether any of the?;e ne'^er vievrs can better account
for the vriting of our Second Gospel than that -which arose soon
after its composition.
It is the purpose of this paper to examine the tradition,
compile the external evidence as to its validity as found in
ancient tradition and the internal evidence as found in the
Gospel according to Hark, and- to stud^?- the effect upon it of
the theories recently advanced for the origin of Hark, The
result hoped for is, in addition to a better understanding of
the -^vhole Synoptic Problem for the writer, a determination of
the present status of the tradition and the reasons for either
accepting it or rejecting it.
The methods used will be m.ainly historical not critical.
rtoiistfboii'/il
.>o noUl^oT^ B 9'r»ff;^ '^'ur:rnto hno^ee erfi rtl 3;
rfc tti*^ afip;^'»e f>dS taci'i X^qfecjC siif \o orft boviisi) 3fi/^
i
ffJ^c^7 ^.linni^oE ‘ ,ia+«1 6X^ao<^A f^'tAori erf
,toi'?sc‘Ois a.'ir ftoiJifc.ll, 8'r{J Pwo'isi; ol crrofc ?nibfieJxe
•to exoftt i^9^i naetf ^tvali .eiprflP^ rfoTwrfr srfl ^cf no fcePS^Q fcns
^.xciii'io edi lo sail orfl Ufcaj nrro.b evlBy Jfi esol
c{^’'oadJ JTOciJfi’Je anounilnoD brts fcfio'rcras^fciw b©*^otn3 noilii-s*!! eirfl
i i'
dJnoaJsniii edl lo gpiinflisQd odl arniS .seitf^inoo npolxin ono^
adl oJ b^iXqp5« saw fcodlenr iJBoxioleiff arfl nerbr ,'revswof-: tS:'iu:^noo
,dliol 4ytl noo;» sPiToerfl. Iptovss ^er-xi'Jriiice prfJ lo
dotdvr lAdJ ricrii di/Cfc ‘lo.l ni^iio Jtrsi&llifc « .ovBd
lo 3Arf mpl<fo-tq: 9 £f? .noilib^iT onitlo^ orfi Xfcsn ew
InxrooojQ.todlfid dAr. e^^iv •la-'-^oa ©asdJ lO ‘rarflscfw sninxrrsolafc
ftooc seo-UJ dcid^ lAill ni:rft XaqaoD .fcnoooa tuo lo -xol
,4:'; _ .rfoijicooffjoo ali noJlo
edJ OftXffAXO Ol 7e<iaq oirii lo eaoqTwq odJ el Jl
Hi fcnxrol as ^llMXiVV eJi cl eo -onafcXTS Xsri-ifjxs arfl
. 't*
sril .ti: br.ool ae ooaBhivo X/^rrrslnx orfl bna nciJibatl infiioi^
1> ,10 li aoqxj icalls sriJ ol fcdxj sniXiooPs XecaoO
e^^T .dtsK lo nisX'XO srll 10I cdociAVfcc ’^Xloaoo'i eoX'xoarfJ
edl
i' lo ^XfciisJsiaJbm/ asJJsd a oJ cioiJifcfcs cci «8i lol
fcsqoff JIuasTC;
lo ftoi^sniVtineJsfc s oriJ tol ffloXO'orr'^ r*ijCTofi':8
eXodt^ adi.
i^riJis t:o1 eaoaAoi orfJ fcns noxJxfcS'rJ adJ lo swJ-rJb Jnssoiq ariJj
. ,st ^nXJost®'^ Ji j^niiqooos:
^HL
jZ .XsoiJiip Jofx Xs''i'ioJaXd xXnisfti sd Ilivr fcaer afcodJsrcr ad?
ix
ITaturally some criticism must enter into such a, study hut this
is not the field in v^-hich rre are interested at the present time.
I "'.Ve shall endeavor to trace the rise of the tradition and the
i
attacks made upon it without marking anj’- nevr contribution to the
criticism of it. In doing this we shall give as full attention
as possible to the contributions to this field already made by
others and to the effect, if any, which they have had upon the
subject of this thesis.
j
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Among the Gospels, the case of Mark is entirely unique as
regards testimony from the earlier ages. This Gospel was ear-
lier in use than any other now extant and the first to be men- i
I
tioned by name. Moreover, definite statements regarding its i
authorship and date and the trustworthiness of its material I
have come down to us from a period considerably earlier than in '
tne case oi tne otner three, "Criticism has at last shown that i
i
this document took, from a very early date, well within the
|
( 1 )
limits of the first century, a commanding position," It appears
to have been treated throughout all of the early church, both
j
East and West, with such extraordinary respect tnat it survived
all other forms of the Gospel story. The rivals which it
appears to have had, judging the testimony of Luke (1:1), have
completely aisappeared. Because of this pre-eminence we need
not be surprised that such tradition as has been transmitted
concerning Gospel origins should in its oldest form be concerned
exclusively with the writing of this book.
All early tradition connects the Secona Gospel with two
names, those of Mark, after whom it is named, and Peter, the
former being held to have written down what the latier preached.
Papias, who was Bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia about 120-130
A, D.
,
wrote in the preface to his book, "The Interpretation of
1, Bacon, Benjamin V/, - The Gospel Of Mark - Yale University
^
Press, Hew Haven, 1915 - p. 22.
noi vIijgIE: odT
as aupltiii '^toiiJns si ilTsil lo orfJ' ,8X9q;eoO "^nondi
-1S6 6S'7 I^qaaO airfT .a^^s -isiXtss ^c{^ mo-tl ,:n6iniX83^
~^:^!!’ dc o^ 9£(« bna tnsixo .vca 'lorf-o '^rts 93i; n-c 'isiX
pf
pj-i. ;5;£ii)*iB39'i Gjnoni9d-::ta • sXiaitai) ,13Vogio7' .swsa OoaoiX
Xsi •zo.J’sjn 8»fx *>0 sassirf;! 'lov^'^auiJ- edi hrte aisb ‘ as qii*fsiocftn,'3
ax aLfti T9iX'£S9 'y.Xd’sTsbiaaoo 601 laq s rcto'i'i au O'X owob ornoo svsrf
iBdi nworf- issX s-ari msisi JXiO” .asTrfX is-'.^o sfu 10 sssr snt
9if^ ni'^Xx^ XXaw .a^sb xLzbo r^zav s <:iooJ- Jrio^aovnb axriJ-(O' ^ ,
•isoq^^s il '\fiol:tl8oq anlba.^caioo s ,viiid-a90 jiix’i sri* iq sJ-xinxx
g'wOc j.XoliJffr vliso 9 f{^ 'io rXs j’ixorfjiiJO'irf^ i>0 j." 9 *io nsscf evsrf oX
bovivzus Xx XsnX xooqsox ’i*isax DToS'rXxo rioua nXx - ,fsoW ba- Xasli
XX rfoxiiw alsvx'i orfT ,^10X3 laqaoO srfX lo smTo'X leffXo IXs
9vsri ^(X:X} 93lul lo ^^nomiXeaX orfX x^aisbuf, .bsrf 9 vsrf oX azsoqqs
bo&n 07i eoaaaxiaa-a'iq sxrfX lo aaasosE . bs'issqqr.sxb
beXXinicas'rX aodo' a&il s.i noxXxbi:T;X rfnus X^dX jbasx'iqirja sd Xon
smoO'roo ad tcixol; XsabXo aXi nx bluorfs anx^xxo XaqsoO gaxn'tsraoo
.-iood cxifX lo sniXix^ arfX rfXx?/ '^XdvxsuXoxo
crvX riXxw i.oqcoO DriooaS adX QXoaaaoo aox
X
xI>j';*iX i^Crcsa XXA
orfX ^auXal bris .bsrL^n ax Xx iTfod«r •laX'is ,>rxslJ lo oaodx ,39Bisn
tsitocs'iq iojX.^X 9dX Xsdw rR70fo n-aXXxxvr ftvsd oX bLaii saxad 'rsfnTo’i
‘i-l-OSI XuocTs sxsY-i^i axIoqs'xsiH lo qodaxS asw ori*'* ^asxqs*!
'io aoxXirXa'iq'taXril orI7" {'food aid oX 9Ci>-'i3'Tq odi ax aXoT^r , ,C[ ,A
’iXi3*r9viHU 9 IbY - 10 logao^ edT - .W ax.-nstnea ,nooa^ .1
,q -* 2ICI VnsT^sH 7r95£ 7s39‘i'I
II
I
ithe Lord’s Precepts,” the follov;ing early tradition concerning
the origin and historical value of Mark, Eusebius made this
extract of it in his Church History (III, xxxix, 15):
"But now we raust add to the v;^ords of his
which we have already quoted, (Eusebius has just
referred to "traditions of John” cited by Papias),
I
the tradition v:hich he gives in regard to Mark, the
author of the Gospel. It is in the following words:
'This also the Presbyter said: 'Mark, having be-
come the interpreter of Peter, wrote down accurately,
though not indeed in order, v/hatsoever he remem-
bered of the things said or done by Christ, For
he neither heard the Lord nor followed him, but
afterw’ard, as I said, he followed Peter, v:ho
adapted his teachings to the needs of his hear-
ers, but with no intention of giving a connected
account of the Lord’s discourses (or "oracles"),
so that Mark committed no error while he thus
wrote some things as he remembered then. For
he was careful of one thing, not to omit any of
the things v^hich he had heard, and not to state
any of them falsely,’’" (l)
Since Papias wrote not later than 130 A, D,
,
the testimony of
the elder probably takes us back to the first centurj'", and shows
that the Second Gospel was known in Asia Minor and attributed to
Mark and Peter at that ee.rly time.
In Papias’ time the Gospel of Mark, in spite of its having
been the main dependence of the first and third evangelists, had
fallen very low in popular esteem, largely because of its lack
of an authorship that claimed to be directly apostolic and be-
cause the tv/o longer Gospels incorporated so much of it that the
possessor of either of them possessed practically all of Mark as
77ell, "There is doubt whether it was ever quoted when a quotat-
1, The Nicene and Post -Hicene Fathers - Second Series - Philip
Schaff & Henry V/ace, editors - The Christian Literature Co,,
ITev/ York - 1890, Vol, I, p. 172,
I
i
D/ioo aoIjiUs'ri 13*5 c>rfy ^ i* 9rf.+
zLd^ ^bnrr 3»!io93sril sali^v I>j'>ito:t' 'irf r-iv
:(2I .nlxxx • Zl) xito^biH j'fS'tu.iC Bi'f .;: *i “ic :f0-?'xtx9
2 iii "to er-To^v ariJ' cJ £>w -rron fuS.*'
^eul c^ii yidseUiZ.) ,i>9»Jotrp -^ba^-xi^ s'-'-'d avr r'oiriw
,(aiiiqi*T zd ^3^io ''rtr^oT, o* be'C'i^'isx
•ddi ou b't-.'irai ixi ©rf rto/r'v 3rft
:ahTO'i<j - iii'“C( -Xo'x odi at si il •^fv to loriuux;
-id '^c'ivr.n oel/? wifTT’
,vl 3 X- litDo/j mvob eJ^oav.' "lo 't':)J 0 7q tacJni srfi onoo
-I'lsne ; 5 rf 'i^vaoai 3x{3^ ^tsbio mi i)69i>ixi iort rf’A/i'^rfJ’
'10*^1 .^siiriC ‘^0 *10 bix53 ^o <>9'i9cf
f:icf ,ini.'f be'vollo'i lo.i i!)'io.I srfJ’ based •xofftiart ed
o.'h^ jtaieX bowoXXo'^ 9ff I eb
p.ld to ebeea eiit o& s^n.td'^sot aid b^iiqxj.bB
tetosar.oo s to noiinoirT* tuff ,.:’is
<
( ”89 Xofi-o” ':o) PssTuonsib - 'I enJ Jnifcnos
snrfi e»rf sXirfw 'rotTS on bsiXirv^or? tCta"'! oe
-tel .n9ff:f aeTOc'xctsrao'T srf s--5 sr^f^i imop. oionw
"lo v.'is .^^Plo oi i-oa: , 'lirf^ ono lo Li'ti^^so ps^r e:l
oi ion bn.5 (biBOi; nrf jfo.rr{'" "'li
(X)i ” ' ^ . •^XesXxj'i rrrsrf^ var^
lo ’cnoiaiicfii odi
,
-C .A Of,X nsrii ToisX ion sioiTr R?;iqnl eortiO
sv/orfs bns ^'^'iirinso isTil arii oi au 8o:Ui q£cfB<fo*iq aobZo edt
od fioiudxiiiB bn/s -lonj ‘. p.isA nx rn/onx esvr lonsoO bn*'«092 srfi tsdj
.©fnti /it.u-3 ijL>rft is tas liaG'^
:yaivsd cji to ciigs nx .jItb’I to leqaci) edS snxi ’s.'?xqx>l nl
bf^d ^aiallo'ja.s’ro latdt has is’ixt oxit to ecns'^nsqsb rtt'^m nsscT
itooX t ' 9 si/‘?ooX ^:I£>sTBX ^cnssisa i.aX'fqoq nx ro£ v-f. f iiaTlB’
”9Ci bfto olXoisoqjs ^Xioanib acf oi boaiisLo isdt t^inRicd^ yJG as tOj
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.
ion from Matthew, or even from Luke, would cover the point at
( 1 )
issue.” Thus when Papias referred to such an inferior source
he was forced to explain and defend his action at considerable
length. This he did by appealing to the authority of the aiders.
The main purpose of the paragraph we have quoted from his pre-
face seems to have been to explain why he did not limit himself
to Matthew’s work, but went to a non-apostolic record for some
things. His defence consists of a tradition, not a mere state-
ment of current opinion, delivered to him by "the Elder", who
was probably the "Elder John" from whom, Eusebius tells us, he
was in the habit of quoting "traditions." "The Elder’s state-
ment is an altogether unique testimony, on which all subsequent
tradition would appear to have been based. It is a verdict pro-
nounced upon the first known example of the genus Gospel. It
is promounced on behalf of the Elders, the disciples of the
(2)
Apostles, guardians and champions of the oral tradition."
Papias was the first one to connect The Gospel Of Mark with
Peter, but the tradition recorded by him was universally accept-
ed by those who came after him. Although in the patristic
statements it assumes different forms, as regards its main points
it is remarkably consistent and continuous. The variations
which do occur particularly concern the time when the Gospel was
written and the measure of Mark’s dependence upon the Apostle.
In some of the statements it is represented as written during
1. Bacon, Benjamin W. - op. cit . - p, 27.
2. Bacon, Benjamin W. - op. cit*. - p. 34.
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his lifetime; in others, as composed after his death. In some
Peter knows nothing about it until it has been written; in others^
he actually dictates it.
The next important reference to the Petrine origin of this
Gospel seems to have been that of Justin Martyr (c 100-c 165),
an able philosopher, who traveled widely both in Palestine and





"And when it is said that He imposed on one
of the apostles the name Peter, and when this is
recorded in his ’Memoirs’ with this other fact
that He named the two sons of Zebedee ’Boanerges,’
which means ’Sons Of Thunder,’" etc, (l)
Although the phrase "his ’Memoirs’" has often been read as
though it referred to Jesus and the records of his life, it is
now generally accepted that Justin here refers to Peter, In the
light of the traditional connection of that name with the Gospel
of Mark, there is small room for doubt that Justin had that book
in mind when he says that Christ gave the title of "Boanerges"
to Zebedee’ s sons, which fact is mentioned in the New Testament
only in Mark (3:17), "Though St, Justin does not name Mark as
the writer of the memoirs, the fact that his disciple Tatian
used our present Mark, including even the last twelve verses, in
the composition of the ’Diatesseron’
,
makes it practically cer-
tain that St, Justin knew our present Second Gospel, and like
1, Parmer, J, H, - "The Gospel According To Mark" - article in
The International Standard Bible Encyclopaedia - Howard-
oeverance Co,, Chicago, 1915', Voll III, p, 1989,
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the other Fathers connected it with St, Peter,”
The next notice is probably that in the Muratorian Fragment
- c 170 A, D, - which gives a list of the New Testament books
with a brief account of the authorship of each. The account of
Matthew and most of that of Mark are lost, only these words re-
lating to Mark being left; " guibus tamen interfuit
,
et ita
posuit , ” Since the sentence is incomplete there is a great deal
of question concerning its exact meaning. Those who accept this
passage as distinctly referring to Mark and his relation to
Peter (Swete, Lightfoot, Chase, et aJ
, ) regard ” guibus tamen ”
as a literal translation of the Greek ” oTs si. ” and believe the
meaning to be that Mark was not 'continuously with Peter, and so
did not hear some of his discourses, "but at others he was pre-
sent and so set them down,”
Bishop Irenaeus (c 130-c 202) who worked in Asia Minor and
in Gaul, has continued the tradition in his "Against Heresies"
(III, i, 1, quoted in part in Eus, H, E, V, 8),
Peter and Paul went westward and preach-
ed and formed the church in Rome, But after their
departure, Mark, the disciple and interpreter of
Peter, also transmitted to us in writing things
which Peter had preached," (2)
Clement of Alexandria (c 155-c 215), one of the most dis-
tinguished teachers in the catechetical school of that city
after c 190 A, D, relying upon the authority of "the elder pres-
1, HacRory, J, - "The Gospel Of St, Mark” - art, in The
Catholic Encyclopaedia - Robert Appleton Co,, N, Y,
,
1910,
Vol, IX, p, 676,
2, The Ante -Nicene Fathers - A, Cleveland Coxe, editor - The
Christian Literature Co,, Buffalo, 1887, Vol, I, p, 414,

byters" gives us a much fuller account of the tradition than
has heretofore appeared. His contribution is contained in two
statements quoted from "The Book Of The Hypotyposes"
,
of which
he was the author, by jjJusebius (H, E. VI, xiv, 6, 7 and II, 15),
The one reads:
"The Gospel according to Mark had this
occasion. As Peter had preached the word pub-
licly at Rome, and declared the Gospel of the
Spirit, many who were present requested that
Mark, who had followed him for a long time and
remembered his sayings, should write them out.
And having composed the Gospel he gave it to
those who had requested it. When Peter learn-
ed of this, he neither directly forbade nor
encouraged it,” (l)
The other quotation, in which a more important place is accorded
the Apostle reads:
"And such a ray of godliness shone forth
upon the minds of Peter's hearers, that they
were not satisfied with the once hearing or
with the unwritten teaching of the divine pro-
clamation, but with all manner of entreaties
importuned Mark, to whom the Gospel is ascrib-
ed, he being the companion of Peter, that he
would leave in writing a record of the teach-
ing which had been delivered to them verbally,
and did not let the man alone until they pre-
vailed upon him; and so to them we owe the
Scripture called the ’Gospel of Mark,’ On
learning what had been done, through the rev-
elation of the Spirit, it is said that the
Apostle was delighted with the enthusiasm of
the men, and sanctioned the composition for
reading in the churches,” (2)
Clement was followed by Tertullian (c 160-c 230) the pioneer
Latin theologian who in his discouse "Against Marcion” (IV, 5)
spoke of the authority of the four Gospels, two by Apostles, and
Ante -ITicene gathers - 0£, cit , - Vol, II, p, 580,
2, The Ante-Hicene Fathers - cit , - Vol, II, p, 579,
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two by companions of Apostles, He felt that "that which Mark
published may be affirmed to be Peter’s whose interpreter Mark
( 1 )
was • ”
Crigen, (c 185-c 254) v/ho revived the catechetical school
at Alexandria and distinguished himself as teacher and \vriter,
makes a reference to Peter’s mention of Mark, as though to
strengthen the tradition, Eusebius (H. E, VI, 25) quotes from
his "Commentary On Matthew" as follows;
"The second (Gospel) is by Hark, who
composed it according to the instructions of
Peter, v/ho in his Catholic epistle acknowl-
edges him as a son, saying, ’The Church that
is at Babylon (Rome) elected together with
you, saluteth you, and so doth Marcus, my
son’" (I Peter 5:13), (2)
Eusebius (c 260-c 340), bishop of Caesarea in Palestine,
father of church history, and one of the most volum-inous w^riters
of antiquity, besides giving us many pertinent quotations from
older writers himself says in his "Demonstratio Evangelica"
(III. 5);
"Though Peter did not undertake, through
excess of diffidence, to write a Gospel, yet
it had all along been currently reported, that
Mark, v;ho had become his familiar acquaintance
and attendent made memoirs of the discourses
of Peter concerning the doings of Jesus."
"Mark indeed writes this, but it is Peter who
so testifies about himself, for all that is
in Hark are memoirs (or records) of the dis-
courses of Peter," (3)
Again, the tradition is put forth when Epiphanius of
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'Constant ia (c 310-403), "bishop of ths.t cit 3r and metropolitan of
Cyprus, in his -writing “Against All Heresies" (41) says;
"But immediately after Matthev,', Mark,
having become a follov'er of the holy Peter in
Rome, is entrusted v'ith the putting forth of
a gospel. Having completed his vrork he was
sent by the hol 3'- Peter into the country of the
Egyptians," (l)
As our final reference for patristic statement we turn to
' the famous ecclesiastical vrriter commonly knovm as Jerome
(c 340-420), In his "Lives Of Illustrious Men" (viii) he
writes
:
"Mark the disciple and interpreter of
Peter wrote a short gospel at the request of
the brethren at Rome embodying what he had
heard Peter tell. iVhen Peter had heard this
he approved it and published it to the
churches to be read by his authoritj'' as
Clem.ens in the sixth book of his Hypotyposes,
and Papias, bishop of Hierapolis, record," (2)
Also (xi )
;
"Accordingly^- he had Titus as inter-
preter just as the blessed Peter had Mark
whose Gospel was composed, Peter narrating
and Mark writing," (3)
The above names represent the churches of the second,
third, and fourth centuries, and practically'- every portion of
the Roman world. If then, a consistent and widespread early
opinion is to count for anything, Mark wrote a Gospel and in it
gave us mainly the teaching of Peter, Attempts have been made
to destroy the force of the tradition by suggesting that all
1, Farmer, J, H, - cit , - Vol, III, p, 1990),
2, The Nicene and Post -ITicene Fathers - o^, cit , - Vol, III,
p , 361,
3, Farmer, J, H. - 0£, cit , - Vol, III, p, 1990.
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subsequent authorities simply quoted Papias, that one himself
having teen deceived. It is highly iraprohahle that Papias could
have been deceived on this question since he had spoken with
many of the disciples of the Apostles and therefore would have
been familiar with any contrary tradition. Furthermore, the
fact that Iranaeus seems to place the date of composition after
the death of Peter, while Origen and others represent the
Apostle as approving and even dictating it, seems to indicate
that all v/ere not following the same branch of the tradition nor
drawing from the same source. Again, Clement of Alexandria
mentions as his source, not any single authority, but "the eld-
ers from the beginning" (Eusebius, H, E. VI. 14),
In the New Testament itself, liark*s association with Peter
is quite subordinate , It is suggested in the notice of Mary
his mother and Peter’s reception in her home following his
deliverance from prison (Acts 12:12). It is also implied in
I Peter 5:13 where he is spoken of as Peter’s "son" which
Salmond tra.nslates "convert," In addition to the application of
this familiar tern, Mark is represented as being v/ith the Apostle
at Rome. But that is all. In the non-canonical literature the
relationship is quite different. There Mark’s association with
Paul, which is so prominent in the Nev/ Testament, drops out of
sight and Mark is with certainty called the companion of Peter,
In this testimony of the Church Fathers, several points
are clear. The first is that throughout the early Church, the
Gospel of Mark was considered to be substantially Peter’s,
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Origen, expressly quotes the passage from I Peter in this con-
nection, Tvhile others call Hark the follower, disciple, or
interpreter of Peter. Of these names "disciple" is self expla-
natory. "Pollower" is its equivalent and does not mean simply
a tra.veling companion. "Interpreter" is less clear a.nd the ex-
act significance of the Greek word " \/euT/^s " as here used
has been much disputed. By not a few it has been taken to mean
that Hark acted as a translator or dragoman, "rendering Peter’s
Aramaic discourses into Greek for the Hellenistic Christians in
Jerusalem (Adenev, et. al
. ) , or Peter’s Greek discourses into“ “ (1)
.
ILatin for the Christians in Rome (Swete, et. §^. j . " It may be
that Peter found it adva,ntageous to have as a traveling companica::
some one more familiar than himself with the ls.nguage of the
people among whom he worked to a,ssist him in giving them his
I
message. Por what language he needed an interpreter we cannot
say, opinion being divided bet”'een Latin and Greek. If we
think of the v^ork at Rome it is easy to conclude tha,t the form-
,er is m.eant. It mair be, however, that Greek or both languages
1
jwere m.eant, for Peter may not have been familiar enough with
either to preach in them '"-ith ease.
The term is better taken, hovrever, to mean that Kark per-
formed the v;ork of an amanuensis, committing to writing, with
I
more or less freedom in composition, the oral teachings of
Peter. This seems to be the view taJcen by the ancients as well
as by most modern schola-rs. The patristic testimony may v/ell
1. Parmer, J. H. - on* c it . - Vol. Ill, p. 1990.
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be sunined up in the title of the work as found in our earliest
manuscripts, viz* "According to Hark," This phrase clearly
refers to the actual writer of the Gospel, not to his source of
information, in which case vre would find it recorded as "Accord-
in to Peter*"
There is no clear record, either canonical or extra-canon-
ical, that Mark himself was either a disciple of Jesus or an
eyewitness of v/hat he records* Papias, indeed, seems to indi-
cate quite definitely that he v^as neither* The statement may,
however, mean simply that Mark was not a personal disciple of
Jesus, not that he had never seen him at all*
It is impossible to overlook the tendency as time goes
on to make Peter play a continually larger and more responsible
part in the composition of the Gospel, until in Eusebius it
IS described as authorized by the Apostle to be read in the
Churches, and in Jerome it is said that Peter not only author-
ized and sanctioned the Gospel, but that he actually dictated
it* It can be said with a good deal of assurance that the
tradition is consistent all through in referring the authorship
in one sense to Peter and in another to Mark* The general view
.thus given us of the Gospel is that it is a composition
embodying Peter’s recollections of the words and deeds of Christ,
written Idy Mark, from his notes or remembrance of the Apostle’s
discourses, giving the substance of those discourses exactly
as he had heard them. This tradition is so ancient, so wide-
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Chapter II
The Canonical Mark And The Tradition
The relation of the Gospel of Mark of the early tradition
to our canonical Mark has been a sharply disputed point. The
majority of those who have investigated the question find no
good reason for distinguishing the Gospel referred to by the
•Fathers from our Mark, which incidentally corresponds excel-
lently to the work described by Papias, We know from other
sources (e,g, Justin Martyr, Dialogue c, Trypho, civ) that in
any case our Second Gospel v/as in existence before the middle
! of the second century. There is, therefore, no good reason to
suppose that Papias was thinking of any other Gospel when he
spoke of the Gospel v/ritten by Mark as the interpreter of Peter,
It is not to be supposed, however, that this is necessarily
infallible proof that it was actually our Second Gospel which
Mark wrote. The question of v/hether or not Mark may have
written a Gospel which afterward formed the basis of our present
Gospel, or was one of the sources of the Synoptic tradition must
here be left open. What we may say at this point in our dis-
cussion is that "Papias certainly understood the tradition which
(ij
he gives to be our Gospel of Mark,"
Some indeed have understood the Papias passage lo mean
that Mark wrote no literary work, but simply left a string of
notes on Peter’s discourses that were connected only in the
The Nicene and Post-lTicene Fathers - o£, cit , - Vol, I,
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loosest fashion. These maintain that the application of the
patristic tradition to our Mark, although clearly intended by
Papias, is impossible. This point of view has been quite v^idely
held. For "this Gospel is in ’order,' and indeed - if it is
thought mat tne orxgxnal Greek word of Papias should be trans-
lated 'correct order' - is the most correct of all the Gospels
( 1 )
in its chronological arrangement," But from whomsoever the ex-
pression "not in order" proceeds, whether from Papias or his
informant, we may feel sure that the considerations such as
appeal to present day scholars because of their training in
historical criticism are not those which suggested it, but
rather the want of agreement between the Gospel and some exter-
nal standard which on altogether different grounds v/as applied
to it. The words "though not in order" which have created so
much controversy seem to refer chiefly to a lack of chrono-
logical arrangement, perhaps to a la.ck of logical arrangement
as v/ell. The implication is that Mark set do^'m whatever he
remembered oi the words and deeds of Christ without regard to
order of any kind. Lightfoot and most other modern critics have
supposed that this accusation oi a lacK oi "order" implies the
existence of another written Gospel, exhibiting a different
order, with which Papias compares it (e.g, with the Gospel of
Matthew as Weiss, Bleck, Boltzmann, and others think; or with
John as Lightfoot, Zahn, Renan, and others hold). This con-
i. Von Soden, Hermann - The History Of Early Christian Liter-
ature , Putnam's, IT. Y., 1909, p, 149,
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elusion IS quite naturally arrived at, but "it is quite possible
that Papias in speaking of this l8,ck of order is not thinking
at all 01 anotn^r v^rixten Gospel, but merelv of the order of
( 1 )
events which he had received from tradition as the true order,"
The statement itseli is not aitogetner inconsistent with
the kind and measure of arrangement vrhich can be traced in our
Gospel, For "Mark comes short at any rate of recording things
in each case in the succession in which the3'’ actually took place
(2)
and attempts no literary form,"
On all tnat concerns its origin the Gospel itself is
absolutely silent. The author does not obtrude himself. There
is no descriptive statement such as is found in the first para-
graph of the Third Gospel, The name of the writer is nowhere
given or indicated. Our judgment of tne authorship rests then
entirely upon tradition and the confirmation of internal evid-
ence,
"The internal evioence stronglir confirms the view that our
(3)
present Gospel is the work referred to by Papias," Tradition
represents tne Gospel as having been written primarily for
Roman Christians, and the internal evidence, although it may not
prove tne trutn oi tnis view, is altogether in accord with it.
The writer seems to take for granted that the language and
customs 01 tne Jews were unknown to at least some of those for
whom he wrote. Hence terms like Boanerges (3:17), Cor ban
1, The Hicene and Post-Nicene Fathers - 0£. cit . - Vol, 1, p, 173
2, Salmond, S, B. F, - 0£, cit , - Vol, III, p, 257,
3, MacRory, J, - 0£. cit . - Vol, IX, p, 676,
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rA tIasXi lorrooS 9rf,t crxsxic eJ-x erti^onoo xbmJ iXfi nO
o'iodi .tldecixii efcui^o'o ion eonb loHiujs srfT .iffsli;? vlair^oscf
-.Bijsq iaiil orfj nx JE>m;ot si a-^ nciia xn^.aieijBia avxX^xxioeol on ex
siarlwon si loitir? orfi to OfSfir£ sriT .IsqsoO bixrfT Ofii to rf^ai3
norii aJooi q'xrieic t>ni to Jr(siavi>x«(;, luO .‘)‘:isrxbrtx 10 fi9 ' xg
“bi'/3 iamoini to ncxcamitnoo srfi bus noiiibaii yXs''.. no
.3oa©
itxo iarii wox / srfi ecni ifioo 90u»dato l ;.: -.tnx odT**
iioxXxb-i'iT ’’.earqrXa "i<f oi bdii^tsi •'flow orfi si lo-xeoO Jftssaic
lo't iix,iiTiix naJ-ixi^ iisacf ^niv^n an u*(T3o:: anw r;n98t>iqoi
cofi ii rtax.eiTfjs ,9on9bxv9 ssfi. bn^s ,aaeiiaiirfO rjiao?.
, i i. n'iiw bioooa nx T^Aia.joi.Ce i ^rr^iv axijx ic ntnii ant ovoiq
bnp sasxjaojsl bi-fi i«rfi lot 9:!tsi oi E:-s©oa isJiiw offX
lot osorfi to 9ino 3 dnaai do ot awomCrn/ oier 87^9*. onr 10 srcoieuc
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,
o 9aion^2 oC[ o^lxl sotisi ocnoK .aiorrr srf rcrorfiff
;.I ,q ,X.Iov - Aro .50 -- 9nooi.(>l«o^
till . CoV - Ate .no, - .'• aoE*.*:’?.
.dVd .- ,XI .XoV''- .‘^.£ *a2 “ , viofio/3lT .i
(7; 11), and Ephphatha (7:34) are interpreted; Jewish customs
such as ceremonial cleansing (7:3,4) and the feast of unleavened
"bread are explained to illustrate the narrative; the rels.tive
positions of the Tem.ple and The Mount of Olives are pointed out
(13:3); the genealogy with its interest in Davidic descent is
omitted; and the Old Testament is quoted only once (1:2-3; the
reference in 15:28 is omitted by B, Aleph, A, C, D, X) . Further
evidence of Roman readers is shown in that Pilate and his office
are supposed to "be known (15:1); in that other coins are reduced
to their value in Roman money (12:42); in that Simon of Gyrene
is said to "be the father of Alexander and Rufus (15:2]), a fact
of no importance in itself, but mentioned probably because
Rufus vras known to the Christian community in Rome (Romans
16:13); and finally in that Latinisms, or uses of vulgar Greek,
such as must have been peculiarly comm.on in a cosmopolitan city
like Rome, occur more frequently than in the other Gospels (5:9,
15; 6:37; 15:39, 44; etc. ).
It also fits in with the tradition that the Gospel was based
upon the preaching of Peter. In Peter’s a,ddress to Cornelius in
the Book of Acts (10:37-41) we learn the scope of his preaching.
It dealt chiefly, according to his own description, with the
public life, Death, Resurrection, and Ascension of Christ, So
our present Gospel of Mark confines itself to the same limits.
It omits all reference to the birth and private life of Jesus,
such as is found in the opening chapters of the other Synoptic
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with Christ’s Resurrection and Ascension,
Other considerations such as the graphic and vivid details
peculiar to our Second Gospel, its minute notes in regard to
persons, places, times, and numbers point to an eye-witness,
such as Peter, as the writer’s source of information. Thus we
are told how Jesus took Peter’s mother-in-law by the hand and
raised her up (1:31), how with anger he looked round about on
his critics (3:5), how he took little children into his arms
and blessed them and laid his hands upon them (9:35, 10:16),
how Jesus commanded that the multitude sit down upon the green ^
grass, and how they sat down in companies, in hundreds and in
fifties (6:39-40), ^e are told how James and John left their
father in the boat with the hired servants (1:20), how they
came into the home of Simon and Andrew, with James and John
(1:29), how the blind man at Jericho was the son of Timaeus
(10:46), how Simon of Gyrene was the father of Rufus and
Alexander (15:21), As regards place we read how there was no
room about the door of the house where Jesus was (2:2), how
Jesus sat in the sea and all the multitude was by the sea on the^
land(4:l), how Jesus was in the stern of the boat asleep on the
pillow (4:38), As regards time we read how on the evening of
the Sabbath, when the sun had set, the sick were brought to be
cured (1:32), how in the morning, long before day, Christ rose
up (1:35), how he was crucified at the third hour (15:25), how
the women came to the tomb very early, when the sun had risen
(16:2), As regards numbers we read how the paralytic was
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carried by four (2:3), how the swine were about two thousand in
number (5:13), how Christ began to send forth the Apostles, two
and two (6:7), "Nowhere in the Cospels do we stand so near
to the eye-witness of Jesus’ healings as in the two stylistical-
ly connected incidents, peculiar to this gospel (7:31-37 and
8:22-26), The sign-language of Jesus to the deaf and dumb man
interprets his thought as if he stood before us. The blind
( 1 )
man’s description of his returning sight is inimitable." The
mass of detailed information of which the above instances form
only a small part, indicate that the writer’s information, to
a large extent at least, must have come from an eye-witness.
Again when we consider that incidents connected with Peter,
such as the cure of his mother-in-law and his three denials,
are told with minute details in this Gospel; that the accounts
of the raising of Jairus’ daughter, the Transfiguration, and
the Agony in the Garden, three occasions upon which only Peter,
James, and John were present, show special signs of first-hand
knowledge such as one might expect to find in the work of a
(2)
disciple of Peter; and finally, that though the Second Gospel
records Peter’s three denials with special fulness, no mention
is made of those incidents in his career wherein he plays a
notable and commendable part, we are led to the conclusion that




2, "Matthew and Luke may also have relied upon Petrine
tradition for their accounts of these events, but naturally
Peter’s disciple would be more intimately acquainted with
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the eye-witness to whom Mark was indebted was Peter himself, and
that our Second Gospel is, like Mark’s v/ork referred to by
Papias, based upon information received from the Apostle.
As already implied the omission of the three striking
incidents in Peter’s career narrated in Matthew, namely, his
walking on the water (Matt. 14:28-33), the incident of the
temple tax (Matt. 17:24-27), and Jesus’ commendation of him aft-
er his confession (Matt. 16:17-19), does not militate against
the Petrine tradition but rather supports it. The silence of
this Gospel on matters honorable to Peter has been commented
upon from, the tim.e of Eusebius (Dem. Evang. iii. 5) onwards, a.nd
explanations for most of these cases of suppression have been
suggested. The best one seems to be that Peter in his sermons,
which Mark heard, tended to keep himself in the background ex-
cept on those occasions when his own failings made him the
central figure, ^erever Peter stands out in this Gospel as an
individual it is to receive a rebuke. This is in full accord
with the vrhole tenor of the Gospel for in it "the weaknesses of
the Apostles are far more apparent than in the parallel narra-
tives of Matthew and Luke, this being probably due to the
graphic and candid discourses of Peter, upon which tradition
( 1 )
represents Mark as relying."
Although these disturbing silences do exist, they are more
than balanced by the reports of incidents which v/ould come most
naturally from Peter and b3’’ those suggestive occasions upon
1, MacRory, J. - o£. cit . - Vol. IX, p. 675,
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which Peter is introduced in this Gospel, and only in this one.
It is Mark alone v.'ho records, e.g., that "Simon and they that
were with him follo'wed after" Jesus when he had gone out into
a solitary place at the beginning of his ministry, (1:36); that
it was Peter who called the attention of Jesus to the withered
fig tree (11:21); that with his brother and the sons of Zebedee
|
he questioned Jesus about the destruction of the Temple (13:3).
"Mor can it be allowed that the occurrence of certain
repetitions (such as are alleged, e.g., in 6:14, 8:28; 4:37-41,
6:47-51), or the omission of some particulars bearing specia.lly
on Peter (e.g,, the v;ant of the word ’bitterly,’ which is given
by Matthe-w and Luke in their accounts of his repentance, and
the fact that he is not named as one of the two sent to •nrepare
( 1 ) ^
;for the Supper), are of much weight." Most of the arguments ad-j
i
vanced to support this attack upon the Petrine origin of Mark’s
\
information are highly arbitrary and hypothetical. There is no
good reason, for example, why the fact that this Gospel gives
the tv/o distinct narratives of the miraculous feedings should
be turned into an argument against its having derived its matter
from an eye-witness, yet this has been done.
On the other hand, the lifelike character of the narrative,
its vividness and circumstantiality, and the peculiar fulness
and certainty of knoTi'ledge which continually show themselves
in minute details, tend to show that it is due, directly or
indirectly, to an eye-witness. The differences between it and
1, Salmond, S. D. P. - 0£. cit . - Vol. Ill, p. 257.
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the apocryphal "Gospel According to Peter" in these and other
respects is significant. There is much in it also to connect
it vrith the Apostle, The great hulk of its narrative consists
of things of which Peter might have personal and intimate know-
ledge. Peter’s call, Peter’s confession, and the message of
the risen Lord to Peter, are high points in the story. There
are many other touches in the na.rrative (e.g,, 1:16-20; 1:29;
14:52,72;) which indicate that Peter was prohahly the primary
source of information.
It has also been observed that a certain likeness exists
betv^een Peter, and Hark in the matter of style, Peter’s First
Epistle has at certain points vividness simila,r to that which
characterizes the Gospel, while his discourses as given in
Acts show still more of that realistic portraya.l v/hich we find
in Hark. It can be noticed, for example, tha.t there is m.uch of
the same wealth of picturesque detail in the account of the
healing of the cripple by Peter (Acts 3:1-11), a story which
Peter himself might afterward tell,
‘ It is true also that most of the Gospel matter looks as
though it may have been transcribed, that is, put into the
third person from the first person, perhaps from, reminiscences
such as those described by Papias, It also has the appearance
of having been put together in a connected but rather unstudied
manner. This is most clearly and continuously evident in the
first great section of the Gospel - the narrative of the
Galilean ministry. It is the case also with the short inter-
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mediate section dealing with the Judaean and perean travels,
although here the acquaintance with dates, places, and circum-
stances is less striking. In the final section, the narrative
of the Passion, we have much the same features as in the first,
hut with greater fulness of sta.tement and more of the element
of discourse.
These Petrine rerainisences will not, however, accoimt for
all that is in the Gospel, The difference which does exist
between the two large divisions in style and proportion - the
more compressed style of the narrative in the former a.s against
the greater fulness and variety in the latter, the different
treatment of discourse and the like, can scarcely he accounted
for merely on the basis of a change in subject. They seem to
point to the frequent use of other sources. There are some
things which Mark himself probably added, such as the explanat-
ion of Jewish ceremonial v;ashings (7:34); the comment upon
Christ’s statement concerning defilement - "This he said, making
all meats clean" (7:19), and the incident of the young man who
witnessed the arrest of Jesus (14:51-52), The long eschatologi-
cal discourse of chapter 13 seems to demand a written source,
especially for the explanation of the parenthetical "let him
that readeth understand" (13:14), There are some sections,
also, which are so distinct from the surrounding material, as
to point to dependence upon other sources, perhaps written.
The passage containing the incident of Herod and John the
Baptist is one such section.
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As a whole, however, the internal evidence of the Gospel,
seems to invalidate the argument that the original writing
differed greatly in form and contents from the present Mark.
It must he recognized, of course, that this is a general state-
ment and that the possibilities of other and subordinate sources
should be investigated. But it must also be admitted that the
evidence, if it does not actually prove the traditional view,
is altogether in accord with it and tends strongly to confirm
it, ’’The phenomena of the Gospel, therefore, are not inconsist-
ent with its Marco-Petr ine origin. Of themselves they are
quite insufficient to lead us to definite conclusions as to the
authorship. But they are in harmony, on the whole, with the
account of the composition of the second Gospel, which has
( 1 )
come dov/n to us from the second century,"
Although this evidence does not amount to a proof of
Petrine origin, it is not inconsistent with the representation
of Mark as being specially indebted to Peter, "On the whole
it seems safe to assume as a working theory of the origination
of the Gospel that its main source is the teaching of St, Peter,
which has supplied nearly the entire series of notes descriptive
of the Galilean Ministry, and has largely influenced the re-
mainder of the book. But allowance must probably be made
especially in the last six chapters, for the use of other
authorities, some perhaps documentary, which had been familiar
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the Holy City."
The Gos'-.e! According To St. Mark
London, 1920, p, Ixv,






A vmrk which was ascribed by contemporaries to a disciple
and interpreter of St, Peter and which was supposed to be a
careful record of reminiscences of the Apostle’s teaching might
naturally be expected to have gained prompt and widespread cir-
culation among the early Christian communities, especially at
Rome, v;hich city was traditionally its place of v/riting. Yet
Clement of Rome in a letter addressed to the Church at Corinth
about 95 A, D, contains no certain reference to the Gospel,
although it does quote sayings which bear a close resemblance to
some in the Synoptic record. The same may be said of the writ-
ings of Ignatius, Polycarp, and Barnabas and yet these four writ-
ers represent both East and V/est - Rome, Sm.yrna, Antioch, and
perhaps Alexandria, Bishop Brooke Foss Westcott, after consid-
erable study, has gone so far as to say that "no Evangelic
reference in the Apostolic Fathers can be referred certainly'- to
( 1 )
a written record," "On the other hand the ’Shepherd’ which
is the next document emanating from the Roman Church, and can-
not be placed later than A, D, 156, v^hile it may possibly belong
to the first years of the second century, seems clearly to
(2)
show the influence of the second Gospel," Again the passage
from Justin Martyr quoted above (Dial, c. Trypho, cvi, c 150
A, D, ) which may echo the thought of both Rome and Palestine,
1, Westcott, B, F, - The Canon Of The Few Testament - Macmillan,
London, 1875, p, 62,
2, Swete, E, B, - o£, cit , - p, xxx.
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clearly refers to the second Gospel and identifies it with the
,
"memoirs of Peter,"
The earlj’’ circulation of this Gospel is also attested hy i
i
its inclusion hy the middle of the second century in the group
j
of primary gospels. "The earliest order of the collection was
probably just that familiar to us today: Matthew, Mark, Luke, I
U)
I
John." The only apparent reason for the inclusion of Mark is
that in the belief of the post-Apostolic Church it wa.s identified
with the teachings of Peter. There was no appeal to any
special interests of the Ancient Church nor any great amount
of material in it that the other Gospels lacked, to warrant
|
I
its choice - neither did it bear an Apostolic name like the
j
First and Fourth Gospels. The connection of the writer with
Peter seems to be the factor that saved this book from exclu-
sion and perhaps from oblivion.
In spite of this early conviction that the Gospel of Hark
was a- genuine work of Peter’s interpreter it received scant
^




find in the Apostolic Fathers are as a whole in closer agree-
ment with the First Gospel than with Mark, and it is far from
certain that these came from any written source. It is quite
;
possible that the oral testimony of the elders surviving from
the first century was preferred to written information. Yet
it is hard to explain why Mark seems to have been the last of
1, Goodspeed, Edgar J, - The Forma.t ion Cf The Mew Testament -
Univ. of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1927, p. 35,
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the Four Gospels to attract the attention of scholars even after
its inclusion in every Greek codex of the Gospels and in every
version of the ITerr Testament, This neglect is plainly shown by
the statement of the commentator commonly known as Victor of
Antioch, a compiler whose date is certainly not earlier than
the fifth century. He said that he "could not discover a single
commentary on Mark, though he knew of many on Matthew and John,
( 1 )
and a few on Luke,"
The causes for this neglect can probably be found in the
preference accorded to the First Gospel which was regarded as
the immediate work of an Apostle, and in the greater fulness
of both Matthew and Luke, Moreover Mark was believed even by
Iranaeus to have been written after Matthew ( Against Heresies
III. i, 1):
"Matthew also issued a written Gospel
among the Hebrews in their ovm dialect,
while Peter and Paul were preaching at Rome,
and laying the foundations of the Church.
After their departure, Mark, did also
hand down to us in writing what had been
preached by Peter." (2)
The relative importance of the Gospel in the judgment of the
Ancient Church may be estimated from the position accorded it
in the lists of the canonical books. In nearly all the Greek
manuscripts and in the great majority of catalogues and eccle-
siastical writers, it is in its familiar place between Matthew
and Luke, Clement of Alexandria is alone in asserting that Luke
1, Paeon, B. W. - Gospel of- Mark - p, 27,
2. The
'
Ante Hicene Fathers - 0£. cit , - Vol. I, p, 414,
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wrote "before Mark (Eus, H. E, VI, 14), and not a single ancient
writer held that Mark wrote before Matthew,
It was an easy matter to pass from these estimates of the
Gospel relative to its date and importance to the conclusion
that it was merely an abridgement of Matthew or a combination
of the Matthew and Luke material. This conclusion was aided
oy the fact that there is so very little in Mark that is not in
either or both of the other two. This question of the relation-
ship of the first three Gospels was first discussed by Augustine
(354-430 A, D.) who defended the traditional order by making
Mark dependent upon Matthew ( The Harmony Of The Gospels I. ii.
3, 4.)
"Now those four evangelists whose
names have gained the most remarkable circulation
over the whole world, and whose number has been
fixed at four are believed to have written
in the order which follows; first Matthev/, then
Hark, thirdly Luke, lastly John. Mark
follows him (Matthew) closely, and looks like
his attendant and epitomizer," (l)
Although it is now generally conceded that Augustine mis-
took the relationship of Mark to Matthew it must be said that
he did recognize at least some of the phenomena that create
what is now called "The Synoptic Problem". This problem arises
out of the fact that Matthew, Mark, and Luke are independent
worKs, yet bear a close resemblance. In almost every paragraph
the phenomena of close agreement and wide difference are found
together. The problem is to frame a theory which will account
The Nicene And Post -Nicene Fathers - First Series - Philip
Schaff, editor - The Christian Literature Co,, New York,
1888, Vol. VI, p, 78.
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for the relations hetTreen the first three Gospels, setting them
in chronological order, tracing the sources from -which they
have been compiled, and explaining both the coincidences and the
differences -which they present. The term "Synoptic,” derived
from the Greek, -was first applied by J, J, Griesba.ch to indicate
that the three Gospels had a "common view,"
A close comparison of the Synoptic Gospels will show that
they cover much the same ground. They all give the same outline
of the life of Jesus, There is frequent agreement in language
as well as in facts. Incidents with no intrinsic connection
are placed in the same sequence (e.g,, the three narratives
of the palsied man, the calling of the publican, and the dis-
course on fasting.) All three vcontain the parenthetical ex-
pression "Then saith he to the sick of the palsy" (Matt, 9:6;
Mk. 2:10; Lk, 5:24), All have parallels of certain rare Greek
words and phrases (e.g., " feTTcoug-co/ " in the Lord’s Prayer which
we translate "daily"). In short about three-sevenths of all
materials in the Gospels is common, that is, three-sevenths
of the material in any one of them is reprcduceu oy tne other
two. These facts would seem to indicate a large measure of
interdependence or dependence upon a common source.
On the other hand, there are noticeable differences in the
amount, distrioution, and connection of their material. There
are omissions (Mark has no infanc37' story); the same or similar
words are used in different senses or with different references
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to different speakers (Matt. 27:49 - }uk, 15:36); what is direct
speech in one becomes narrative in the other (Matt, 26:1 - Mk,
14:1 - Lk, 22:1); what is a question in one is a statement in
another (Mk, 4:21 - Lk, 8:16); there are contradictions (Matt,
10:10 - l£k, 6:8 - Lk, 9:3); there are diverse applications of
terns (Matt, 19:17 - Mk, 10:18); and there are inversions of
order (the order of the temptations in Matthew and Luke),
Mark, hovrever, has nothing corresponding to the first two
chapters oi Matthew and Luke, very little to represent most of
the long discourses of Christ in Matthew, and perhaps nothing
quite parallel to the long section in Luke 9:51 - 18:14, On
the other hand he had very little that does not appear in
either one or both of the other two Gospels, The amount of
material peculiar to Mark, if it were all put together, would
amount to less than sixty verses. In the arrangement of the
common material the Synoptists differ greatly up to the point
where Herod Antipas is said to have neara oi the lame of Jesus
(Matt. 13:38; Mk, 6:13; Lk, 9:6), Prom this point onv/ard the
order of events is practically the same in all three. There
are a few notable excep exons , Por instance, Matthew (21:10ff)
seems to say that Jesus cleansed the temple on the day of his
triumphal entry into Jerusalem and cursed the fig tree on the
following day, v^hile Mark (11) places both events on the
following day, at the same time reversing their order. In the
same section Matthev/ says that the effect of the curse and the
discxpies’ astonishment thereat followed immediately, but Mark
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says that it was only on the following day that they saw that
the tree was withered. Thus we have, on the one hand, such
striking coincidences that it is impossible to believe that the
accounts are wholly independent, and on the other, strange and
frequently recurring divergences that make that relationship
obscure, "Let any passage common to the three Synoptists be
put to the test. The phenomena presented will be much as
follows: first, perhaps, we shall have three, five, or more
words identical; then as many wholly distinct; then two clauses
or more expressed in the same words, but differing in order;
then a clause contained in one or two, and not in the third;
then several words identical; then a clause or tv/o not only
wholly distinct, but apparently inconsistent; and so forth;
with recurrences of the same arbitrarv and anomalous alterations,
( 1 )
coincidences, and transpositions.*'
Various theories have been advanced to explain these phe-
nomena, One such is the "Inspiration Theory" which holds that
three men were inspired by the Holy Spirit to write and that
their stories were alike because they were written as one Spirit
directed, and they were different that they might supplement
each other. One attempt to explain the differences went as far
as to claim that in the beginning all of the Gospels were alike
and that the present divergences were due to intentional or
careless changes made by copyists. Such theories are worthless
-
i
1, Alford, Henry - The Greek Testament - Lee & Shepherd, Boston,
1S74, p, 5.
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in the light of historical criticism. All that we can do is
to admit that the men were inspired and that the Spirit was
working, at the same time calling attention to the fact that it
had to work through the minds of human beings.
A second attempt made to explain the phenomena was "Har-
monizing," This was an endeavor to bring all the Gospels into
unity by saying that in the case of conflicts the incidents must
have taken place twice or more and been reported separately.
This, however, while possibly bringing about a harmony of exact
text could not bring about the greater harmony of fact and siDirit.
The theory most widely held up until the eighteenth century
[
was that of "Accretion," according to which Matthew wrote first
and was followed by the others in the present order. They each
confirmed the narrative of Matthew and added to it as new light
was vouchsafed to them. Although widely held this theory has
fallen before the rising Two-Document Theory,
Another theory is that of "Oral Tradition" according to
which the teaching, of the early church was by word of mouth
out of v/hich grew up a set body of tradition before it was
written down. The Gospels were, by this theory, regarded as
;
three different transcripts of the same oral tradition. Al-
though willing to grant that there is some debt to oral tradi-
tion, modern scholars have rejected this theory on the ground
that it is unnatural and highly improbable, especially since
! it would be difficult to account thus for the peculiar literary
phenomena (e.g,, the parenthesis in the story of the paralytic).
cl ot HEc LI/ .maloxJ I'lc I/ioi'TOu ':o j-rfj:.x £ ni
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Jaxit: Ednsi'xcni arf^ e^oillrnoo Ito 9 Cbo arfJ’ ni, orrft jjniTCi-o yp v:fxrr0
, •^XsJ'rirqse bsJ’ioqei rtoad" Jbnr s'tocr: io 9f>:\7j- 9orIq nsAr-t svrrf
jorxs “io vnorrirff r ^tifpcfr gnisni'rcT ylolscou slirfw ^'i&yevrod jair'T
, ^rjxqe bnr job*! Io ’^nooiirrf o:i'j l;;ocfr 3fii'id .ton Mi/oo iX3&
Y.'twj-nso fl^.i93dr!si9 oni Xx^nir q;r blei^ ylsbir- bncn yicdd) ^iCT
ostil eLo'iw v:eridi£l. r^o liivr oi ^rix oiocoB ” ,noio gtooA" “io arv;"
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The "Primitive Gospel" theory was first proposed hy
Sichorn and Lessing, According to this hypothesis there was an
original written Aramaic account of the life and teaching of
Jesus used in Palestine at an early date and this was trans-
lated into Greek by the evangelists with modifications and
introduction of new material from other sources. This source
is not identified with any present book of the Bible, If it
is to be regarded as a great inclusive work which contained all
of the material contained in the three Gospels, the question
of omissions becomes very disturbing. If we are to judge this
theory rightly we shall have to raise the question of differ- i
I
ences and ask if there were three editions of the same prim-
itive gospel and if there were how it is that we are so fortu- '
nate as to have one translation of each handed on to us without
I
any record of them. The main question, however, concerns the
j






Schleiermacher next put forth the "Pragraent Theory," He
thought that the Gospels were made up from bits of written
material which were collected and artifically connected togethaj
This written material was, apparently, made up of a large
j
number of leaflets upon which a number of people had written
their recollections of Jesus’ acts and words. The use of such
a floating body of literature would account very nicely for
both the likes and unlikes of the three Gospels, The fault
lies in the fact that the verbal agreement of the Gospels is
•njj naolSjzoi'iiLor a^r ei lo^^ni-YO arfvf ?C9?tC o:tni I^e-*jsZ
Croisioff s trlT ,;:eo'i0oa teriJo cio-rl ’ran *o rroio oxjI'OT* ni.
^
j± il , Iciti lo ::oocf Sneao’tq \:nr. cfSiw bei"^ iSnebi ^on ei
IIh i)9;ilF.^noc. rfoir'w jCiow aviptfXorti ^j?9"a £ a£ fjehi^^s'r 9d^ o& p.i
::n2va9j;p arf^ ,al9qaov 90Tf(j“ erfct rri. arf^ to .
^
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neX-i'iT to r-dio' ..loit qu eb^nn e'zerr sloqeoC orfd txirfd dr'^ijoffu >M
ftdoaniioo ^IXjJCxtx.di-- niis beooellor* s'lev/ rfoirfvr IxsiYedRi-.c
s^iiAsI a to qu .’^Xtn9'ijsaq£ nedd’i'r^v eirfT ,
noddi':?; b';i; oluoa^^' to tocTmi^n 3 ffrxr^'”? noqu adaXlssI to 'red’rftiLrn
flc ;.''3 to 9 ?.r o.'<T .ei 'row fema adoa ’ex^asTi to enoidoollc osi 'iloffd
'£cl dnjLfOoox? b.r.trov/ s'ltfda'ieJ’i I to vJbcd ^ni-taoXt a
GffT .oXaqecO asiifd soft to eo^'ilnr ^rf£ Boolti sr'd rid ocf
el eXoqaorJ oifd to d iio-voaTr^js iBCf'ioY arid d£i':d doat arfd ni eei£ ,;
too far-reaching and each one is too much of a whole to accept
as its basis a shifting mass of single sheets and pamphlets.
Another theory is the "Primacy Theory," which is really
that which Augustine held, according to which one Gospel was
written first and all the rest were merely copies of it with
variations. All possible variations of the chronological order
have been given. The application of this theory to the Gospel
of Mark will be discussed below,
F. G, Bauer worked out a "Supplementary or Tendency Theory"
on the basis of the Hegelian principle of thesis, antithesis,
and synthesis. According to it there was a combination of
two of the Gospels to form the third. Again there is no agree-
ment as to which tv;o made up the other. This theory, also,
will be further discussed with particular attention to the
Gospel of Mark,
By far the most widely accepted theory is the "Two Document
Hypothesis," This is arrived at through a comparison of the
material in all three Gospels and its separation into
"The Triple, Double, and Single Traditions." The first is com-
posed of all material which is found in triplicate passages in
Matthew, Mark, and Luke. This comprises three-sevenths of all
the material in those Gospels and comprises the body of narra-
tive historical material. "Double Tradition" is the term
applied to such additional material as is found in duplicate in
any two of the Gospels, It appears in three combinations: Matt
hew with Mark, Matthew with Luke, and Mark with Luke. "Single
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Tradition” is the name given to that material v/hioh is peculiar
to each of the Gospels, It, too, has three forms - the Matthew,
Mark, and Luke single traditions,
Following the division of the three Gospels into literary
( 1 )
sections as given "by Huck we may compile the following exhibit.
Narrative Discourse Total
Units Units Units
Triple Tradition 60 25 85
Double Tradition
Matthew-Mark 9 5 14
Matthew-Luke 5 44 49
Hark-Luke 5 1 6
Single Tradition
Matthew 7 20 27
Mark 2 1 3
Luke 26 18 44
From this exhibit we may draw certain inferences, namely,
that three men writing independently of each other had common
sources, both oral and written, and perhaps relied upon each
as well. Also, we may conclude that some sources were either
unknown to som.e of the writers or rejected by them. The next
steps are the separation out of the common sources, the deter-
mination of the extent of their use by each of the v.-riters,
and the determination of the dependence of each writer upon
the other.
To do this let us divide the Gospels into literari*^ units
as follows: Matthew 180, Hark 109, Luke 210,
Now of Matthew’s 180 units, 100 are found in Mark,
And of Luke’s 210 units, 90 are found in Mark,
1, Finney, R, L, - Huck’ s S^’-nopsis Of The First Three Gospels -
Eaton and Mains, N, Y,
,
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How if Mark used Matthew he omitted 80 units,
And if he used Luke he omitted 120 units,
And if he used both he omitted ?
But if ?Jatthew used Mark he omitted only about 1/4 of his
material
.
And if Luke used Mark he omitted about 1/2 of his material.
But if they both used Mark they omitted only 35-53 verses.
Again if the total Synoptic material be divided into 100
literary units,
Mark has 7 peculiarities and 93 coincidences,
Matthew has 42 peculiarities and 58 coincidences,
Luke has 59 peculiarities and 41 coincidences.
"Tried, again, by the test of characteristic words and
phrases, defining these as words and phrases that occur at least
three tim-es in Mark, and not found at all in Matthew and Luke,
or occur oftener in Mark than in Matthew and Luke together,
Mark is seen to contain a comparatively small proportion of
such - onlv some 37 in all; while in Matthew the number is
( 1 )
about 140, and in Luke about 86 •"
Therefore we may infer that Matthew and Luke used Mark
since this gives us the smallest number of omissions. And
since Mark has only seven peculiarities as against ninty-three
coincidences it is evident that Mark stands nearest the com-
plete Synoptic tradition.
But after we have set aside all material in the Triple
Tradition we find that there is a large body of m.aterial, some
200 verses, which is common to Matthew and Luke. It has been
suggested that this is evidence that one used the other but
such a theory can hardly stand close scrutiny, "The reason
1, Salmond, S. D, F. - 0£. c it . - Vol, III, p. 258,
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for denying that Matthew copied from Luke is the impossibility,
upon that hypothesis, of explaining the omissions of Lucan
material, and the very great divergences between the two -gospels
where such divergences would not be expected with either one
using the other as an exemplar. The same argument which refutes
( 1 )
Matthew’s use of Luke refutes Luke’s use of Matthew," It is
also to be noted that the parallel verses in Matthew and Luke
are, broadly speaking, of the same general character, - sayings
of Jesus, In Matthew these sayings are nicely collected and
edited, in Luke they are scattered. This indicates that both
were separately dependent upon another written source in addi-
tion to Mark, "The hypothesis that Matthew and Luke made use
of a single document (in addition to Mark) which has since
i
disappeared, has secured, if not quite universal, at any rate
(2)
all but universal, assent from New Testament scholars," The
German scholars gave this source the designation "Quelle"
(German for "source") which name is now commonly reduced to
its initial letter "Q," The disappearance of Q, in its original
form makes it impossible for us to check and verify its use by
Matthew and Luke in the same way that is possible with Mark,
The assumption of its existence does, however, explain facts
that need explanation in a simpler and more satisfactory way
than does any other suggestion.
The Two-Document Hypothesis assumes, then, that the marked
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resemblances bet^reen the first three Gospels are due to the
use of common documents, and that the fundamental documents are
two in number: 1, a complete Gospel practically identical with
our Mark, which was extensively used by the evangelists whom
v/e know as Matthew and Luke; and 2, a collection consisting
mainly but not entirely of discourses, which may have been known
to, but was probably not systematically used by Mark, but which
supplied the groundwork of certain common matter in Matthew
and Luke, This does not, of course, exclude the possibility
of such other sources as might have been available only to one
of the writers or the likelihood of the use of oral tradition.
The correct formulae for the Synoptic relationship seems to be:
Mark + Q, oral material = Matthew,
Mark Q, Y** f oral material^ Luke,
In judging the bearing of this hypothesis upon the present
study ’’we are bound to conclude that Mark contains the whole
of a document which Matthew and Luke have independently used,
and further, that Mark contains very little else besides. This
conclusion is extremely important; it is the one solid contri-
bution made by the scholarship of the nineteenth century toward
( 1 )
the solution of the Synoptic Problem," It is reasonable then
to believe that Mark became the basis for the Gospel of Matthew
which was written at Antioch probably soon after 80 A, D,,
and was again used perhaps ten years later by Luke, probably
at Ephesus,
1, Burkitt, P, G. - The Gospel History And Its Transmission -
T, & T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1906 - p, 37,
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These conclusions, if anything, lend support to the Petrine,
tradition. By asserting the priority of Mark and the dependence
of the other two Synoptics upon it, they automatically disbar
the possibility of Mark depending upon the other two Gospels.
Thus while it does nothing to prove the Petrine origin of the
Second Gospel, it does nothing to deny it. Purther,' by assert-
ing the priority of Mark it agrees with the Petrine tradition
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The Effect Of The Primacy Theory
As has heen pointed out ancient tradition v/as not in favor
of the priority of Mark but generally accepted Matthew as the
first of the Gospels. Clement of Alexandria gives a clear word-
ing to the tradition regarding the order of the books. He
reports it, according to Eusebius ( H. E. VI, 14), as "derived
/
from the oldest presbyters," and as being to the effect that
the Gospels containing the genealogies were written first.
Augustine was sure that Hark vras posterior to and dependent upon
Matthew, ’ And many in modern times have held that Mark v/8.s later
than Matthew at least, and some that it was later than both
Matthew and Luke, Griesbach first propounded the hypothesis
that the second Gospel was derived from the first and third,
partly by combination, and in a larger measure by abridgement.
In this he has been followed, vrith some modification, by
Eritszche, de V/ette, Bauer, Bleck, Kostlin, and many others. In
some cases, as in that of S. Davidson, Griesbach’ s viev^r has been
accepted with the additional supposition of a third written
source called Ur-Marcus or Proto-Mark,
The arguments in support of Mark’s posteriority and depend-
ence have been based largely upon external evidence and con-
jecture. One argument is that of the testimony of the ancient
tra.dition to which we have frequently rel erred. Another is
based upon a general consideration of the improbability of a
Roman Gospel being written before the appearance of a Palestin-
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ian Gospel. A third is founded on the evidence of the quotat-
^ ions used hy early Christian -writers, the attempt being made,
I
with doubtful success, to show that the citations of Scripture,
|
particularly in writings such as the Gospel According to the I
i Hebrews, presuppose knowledge of Matthew and Luke, hut not of
Mark, But the main arguments have groi^/n out oi an analysis of
the Gospel itself. It has been held that it is highly improba-
ble that a Gospel -prhich contained so little of the Lord’s '
I
I
sayings should be the earliest. This improbability has been
thought to be confirmed by an examina-cion of the text of Mark, i
I
which is held to have discovered evidences of dependence,
condensation, and alteration. Supposed cases of incompleteness,!
incongruity, and obscurity have been sorted out and explained, ^
The explanations usually have to do with Mark's haste, inatten- ,
ticn, and la.ck of discernment in drarring from Matthew and Luke.
This is rather strange reasoning unless we seriously question
I
Mark’s intellectual ability for such incongruities tena to




Most of the instances selected furnish only dubious evi-
dence a.nd support. For instance, those peculiarly graphic
descriptions which are usually held to indicate Mark’s origin-
ality, are in many cases (e.g., 5:1-17; 7:24; etc.) given
strange interpretations. Thei'- are held to be due to pragma-
tism, design, and reflectiveness, - things wnxcn would grow
out of dependence and comparative lateness. For reasons that
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are hard to understa.nd the historical a,nd geographical explana-
tions in some passages (e.g., 2:26; 7:26; 8:10; etc.) instea-d
of being regarded as notes made hy one vdio had the story at an I
I




to be sort of explanatori'- notes added by a compiler. On this
I
basis it is maintained that tne secondary nature of Mark is '
I obvious. S. Davidson in his ’’Introduction To The Hew Testa- '
i
'
: ment” even goes so far as to call these notes ’’unimportant,
prosaic, unsuitable, and trifling.”
,
Until the time of Lachmann who first formulated the theory i
of the priority of Mark about 1835 ’’the prevailing opinion
|
had been that St, Matthew’s Gospel was the earliest, or at
!
least that it offered the most primitive arrangement. The
priority of Matthew was upheld by critics of such different opin*




founder of the Tubingen School,” Even after the theory of
Mark’s priority was put forth there v/ere those who still held
that the vast amount of similarity was due not to Matthew and
,
I
Luke incorporating Mark, but to Mark’s combination of the other
tv/o . Thus v/e find de ¥ette in a discussion of Mark saying:
j
"Seldom holding an independent position between the other two,
he follows the one or the other, and forms the middle member
of the three-fold accord. He has often, also, a text v/hich
(2)
seems v/oven out of the other tv7o,” Erom this observation he
1, Eurkitt, F. C. - 0£, cit . - p, 38,
2. De Wette, ¥, M. L, - Introduction To The Canonical Books Of




draws the following conclusion: "Prom the manner in which
Mark stands between Matthew and Luke, combines their text, and
.has little of his own, "^e mav conclude that he id dependent uoon
( 1 )
both of them,"
Opinion is now almost universally in agreement with Lach-
mann’s theory. The independence and priority of Mark is now accept-
ed by some (e,g., Hitschl) who originally held the other viev;.
Scholars of different tendencies (e.g., Weiss, Wilke, Lv/ald,
Holtzmann, Weizsacher, Meyer, and most English authorities) have
been led to agree that Mark is the most primitive of all the
Gospels and that our second Gospel, or a source substantially
like it, forms the basis of "he First and Third Gospels.
As pointed out in the previous chapter, there are many
considerations, some of them of great force, which support
this conclusion, "The peculiar freshness and realism of the
second Gospel, the vividness of its descriptions, its liveliness
even in dialogue, its precision and circumstantially in its
notices of time, place, custom, situation, and the like, and
the simple objectivity of its narrative, are not consistent with
the idea that it is the labored work of an epitomizer (as
Augustine supposed), or of a compiler who produces his comp-
osition by selecting, curtailing, a.nd combining. These are
( 2 )
characteristics which speak of originality and priority."
Again it is not easy to understand why Mark or any other
v/riter should set for himself the task of constructing out of
1. De Wette, W. M, L. - oo, cit . - p. 163.
2. Salraond, 3. D, P. - on, cit . Vol, III, p. 259.
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two longer Gospels, neither of which was of very great length,
a smaller Gospel which followed much the same plan as the other
two, and which offered very little new material by which to
justify itself.
There is another puzzling consideration. If llark wrote
with Matthew and Luke before him, the use he made of them is
strange indeed. An epitomizer or abstracter is by the very
nature of his work supposed to cultivate brevity. But Hark
does not always do that. In some instances where he reports
incidents that appear in Matthew and Luke, he gives them those
enrichments which frequently make his narrative fuller. Some-
times, also, we would be forced to suppose that he chose the
longer version of Luke in preference to the shorter one in
Matthew, But strangest of all and hardest to explain would be
his omissions. There is no apparent reason why he should omit
such passages as Matthew 9:27-31 and 12:22 in which cures are
reported, or Matthew 14:28-32 and 17:24-27 in which Peter is
mentioned, and so much of the richest material of Luke, while
taking over shorter and less significant passages. The cure of
the centurion’s servant (Matt. 8:5-13), for example, is omitted
and yet by reason of its relation to a Roman officer it should
have been of special interest to the Roman readers for whom Mark
apparently wrote.
It is noticeable also that Mark preserves his distinctive
character all through, and does not owe an3^thing that is
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wherein Mark is supposed to show his dependence most clearly
stand the test of close examination. Much is made, e.g., of
Mark’s tendency to adopt at various points a full narration and
a two-fold method of expression. This is held to he evidence
that he borrowed now from one now from the other. But it is
found that this literary style is not limited to only those
passages which might be regarded as abstracts, but that it is
generally characteristic of Mark,
Yet in spite of these faults this view, prevailed until the
beginning of the last century, when the problem of Synoptic re-
lationship was attacked anew, and since which it has been the
crux of Biblical criticism. As soon, however, as the serious
study of the Synoptic Problem was begun, it was seen that the
view just discussed was inadequate to explain the facts. The
relative priority of Mark is now an axiom among New Testament
scholars. This change of position is due to the change in
method of study, "Prom Augustine to Bauer, and indeed often
at the present day, attempts have been made to determine the
relation of the Synoptic Gospels to one another by beginning
with historical and dogmatic considerations; Lachmann, as you
( 1 )
see, treated it mainly as a question of literary criticism."
It was a century of investigation along this line that has
brought the Gospel according to Mark into a generally acknowl-
edged position of priority as a historical source. This
position has been accorded almost entirely by internal consider-
1, Burkitt, P. G. - op, cit . - p. 28.
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\'Ttr. :<x.rx'io lo aoiiaSijp a af5 ^^X^Xi•r. i i; bL'ix’OTi ,9S^-
B,?,d ian'o ar-.i! 3 ir{;t 3(toI>3 noliF.^xiaevnx iO' vxn&neo n sarr &I
vXIxi'i. :>9 ^ /: ninx oi snitiocoB ^tgaoL iir's^'o^d
,'jo'iL'oc Ii;xx~o iax/f a ai3 '^ii'iox'iq lo noiiiacq
"lofifl'-r-o ann^vni vd '£X9^xin9 IropIxi f>9f *ror o.*? noXvip-OQ
ations; "by the examination of the common matter of the Synop-
tists; hy comparing the common narratives as wholes and in
detail; and hy estimating the nature and significance of the
peculiar characteristics of each of the three. External evi-
dence, the testimony of ancient writers has been too scant and
too faulty, to yield any great assistance,
5hirther arguments for the priority of Mark can be drawn
from his language and his religious attitude. His style and
language is the least polished. Revision usually brings
polish and not crudity. Yet the parallel passages as they
appear in Matthew and Luke are far superior in language, gram-
mar, and style. This v/ould make it appear that Mark came first
and was copied with revisions and corrections by the others.
Yrora the point of view of religion Mark stresses the human side
of Jesus far more than do the others. This would be normal
only if Mark were the earliest Gospel for the natural order
would be for the earliest to stress the humanity of Jesus and
for the later ones to tend more and more toward the reverential
and worshipful attitude.
This result is easy to verify in its main outlines by
anyone who will compare the common material of Matthew, Mark,
and Luke, "It is possible to explain all, or almost all, the
features of the Gospel narrative as we read it in Matthew and
Luke on the supposition that it is based upon Mark, impossible
to explain Mark on the supposition that it is based on a
document similar to Matthev/ or Luke, The comraon order ox trie
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anecdotes is Mark’s order: v/here Matthevr deserts Mark’s order,
Hark is supported "by Luke, -vrhere Luke deserts Mark’s order,
Hark is supported Ly^Hatthev;. Matthew and Luke never disagree
in order 0,gainst Mark."
This theory/" of the dependence of Hark upon one or both
of the other Synoptic Gospels was a serious attack upon the
Petrine tradition, especially since it was so widely a,nd so
continuously'- held. It automatically^ and completely denied the
Petrine origin of any of Mark’s material by denying him any
originality and making him merely an afostrader of the works
of others. Such a theory leaves no room for Peter and his ser-
mons from v/hich, early tradition tells us, Ma-rk compiled his
Gospel. It was a complete denial of such an origin inasmuch
as it e.rgued for a,nother that was totally different, V/ith the
break-down of this theory by the restora-tion of Hark to a place
of priority and originality", however, the Petrine tradition
escaped the denial which had long been its portion. Thus the
tra-dition again stands as possibly’- true since the refuta.tion
of the Primacy Theory'- that would have denied it, does not ha.ve
any positive power to support it.
1, Eurkitt, P, C. - The Earliest Sources For The Life Of Jesus
Pilgrim Press, Poston^ If'lC - p,''31.
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A question quite naturally arose as to whether or not the
canonical Gospel of Mark was the original Gospel of Mark upon
which the other Synoptists drew for material. Most scholars
say that Matthew and Luke drew from Mark as a common source or
from something similar to it. That last phrase "something simi-
lar to it" is the whole basis of the Ur-Marcus theory. This
theory holds that Mark as v/ell as the others copied from an
earlier document. Accordingly no one of the three evangelists
would be dependent upon any of the others. Rather all three
have used freely an earlier source vrhich corresponded most
closely to the Second Gospel and contained both narrative and
discourse. Thus the common origin of the Gospels, a docu-
mentary source, is thought to account for their likenesses, and
editorial freedom is sa.id to account for their differences,
"The number of instances in which Matthew and Luke agree
in their changes of Mark has given rise to this idea, Laturally
a small num.ber of such changes might be passed over as merely
accidental and a certain number more might be assigned to
assimilation. But if the agreements of Matthew and Luke in their
corrections of Mark are so numerous and so striking as to be
quite beyond accounting for in these ways, the assumption would
be justified that Matthev/ and Luke used, not our copy of Mark
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where Matthew and Luke agree against Mark,"
There are a few indications that we do not have the Gospel
of Mark in its original form. The conclusion, for instance,
is missing. This, however, throws no light on the existence of
an Ur-Marcus, since to all appearances the conclusion was also
missing from the Mark used hy Matthew and Luke.
It has been suggested that the omissions by Matthew and
Luke of material found in Mark v/ould be explicable if the docu-
ment which they used did not contain the omitted items and that
it v/as an earlier form of Mark, an Ur-Marcus, of which our Mark
is an expanded form. Again, if this text differed slightly
from that of Mark the same theory would account for the minor
agreements of Matthew and Luke,
Some have held this theory on the ground that such an
earlier form of Mark would answer to the description of the
Marcan work given by Papias, It is asserted that our present
Gospel cannot be the document which he describes but is rather
the composition of some later and unknown writer, vrho worked
up into order and arrangement the unconnected notes which Papias
seems to say that the lUvangelist prepared. Mark’s o'^vn words,
it is held, cannot have been anything like a "Gospel” in the
sense now understood, but something like a notebook in which
Mark wrote dorm sayings, narratives, and teachings of the
Apostle Peter. SoFxe (e.g., 7/endt) have thought that Papias
referred to what was really only a series of narratives, which
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are now embodied in our present Mark, but which can be accu-
rately separated from it. It is urged, for example, that a
series of older narratives is presupposed in the account of the
replies of Jesus to objections and questions given in the tv/o
groups, Mark 2:1 - 3:6 and 12:13
-37, and in 12:12 v/e have the
narrative of 3:6 continued. This is perhaps the strongest
case, but of itself it is insufficient to prove the existence
of an Ur-lTarcus,
Two fairly recent attempts have been made to resolve our
Gospel of Ma,rk into its com.ponent parts. Both are relatively
successful. One is by Von Soden the other by V/endling,
Von Soden distinguishes in Mark two strands of narrative
which he separates from each other by content and style, the
differences in v/hich, he maintains, indicate two different
authors. As the clearest example of the earlier strand, he
takes Mark 2: 1-3: 6 and contrasts it with 4:35-5:43, In the
first, all the interest seems to be in the words of Jesus; in
the second, in the events themselves. He suggests a comparison
of the Gadarene demoniac which has twenty verses with the
important and significant debate on fasting which occupies only
five verses. He also points out that Mark 7:32-37 and 8:22-26
are quite distinct in character from such stories as those in
2:1-12 and 3:1-6. In the former passages the miracles them-
selves a,re the ma,in subject while in the latter they are merely
incidental to the story, whose real subject is forgiveness of
sins and Jesus’ violation of Sabbath laws.
-isroA 00 rfoirf"' w'fc' ,X r43!T *n. Ti^o nx boiiJocTms won s'i'J
js J '.n* f >L:{:ivir,Q -lol si a I . .•‘i .’no'xl
r.iJ lo JixJJor'DJj aoix rxx ^^^».ogqu38T!T .ai 8evlJ*'>n-^n
'T.7j 3/r+ ni ^tev4 ::fio/ *33i/p bns s rocjosficfo oi" cxme!* Ic :9iXrf9'x
9Jo 5V«rf viv >X:J.r rri fcfts cX:, . boo - 1:5 it-;K eaqc^'ii;;
jE&>,noTX6 n'o 6£ eJtdT . ^ jc.rniinor d:S X.o eviji»T"BrT
0on0o ' :i;9 s voaq oi Jnai: 'Jtwcnx si ti "io jud ,bs.^o
.anci^M-TiJ n.'’ 'to
xto svCo.-’o*: ox 9Xr>fi-t a99d '>v -d 5=?Xqf»!9XXjB Xitso^T
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,;;.!X loir.'.'.? ’v^d 'lOiiXo orfX iiecoF. aoV ’cd ei onO .XfAeojrciia
svlij&i'iXiii "o c: ai5'rXR orj ^'ra'I ix 83rf0ii/grriXs.ci'< x'.eboF rroV
or{j brii-i Xsteo:too vcf lerTXo dooo noTi -•jXjs'i.Gqos ed 'frxrfv/
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*^Ino soiquooo doi ’• 'iaiX' G't. no Xjueriliaiiii brtt? ifuaX'roq'^i
dS-'::2;r- ' -t/; Jj.dX Xno s-inioq orXb oif .aeatr^v ovit
' i Ororf* on eaiioXB jfrija jaoit •r^Xosiiidc li rG,TiXei5 oXiup b-is
•ruUiiX aoloA'Xic Grid asi^ca^^q •it-a^o't orfvt ni ,6*-I:r, fcn£ X-^:^
vlsix-r* ots 'OiX-BX ddX fti 91 XoaJyCfiie niBr> 9r(i sia nevles
lo 33 <=. fiov.i. riTol ai Xyoi^cTi'e Ix'g*i deodw ,',y:oXs and oi Inirfor-inni
.
-Tnl rfXBddnc: lo noiXnroiv 'p.acev, 5ff5 Bxiis
Polio-wing this process he a.rrives at the separation of the
material into its tv/o strands, one of -^^hich he assigns to Peter
(or the Petrine tradition), '''The result presents the Petrine
nucleus of the Gospel as follo-^/s; John the Baptist and the
Baptism of Jesus; a Sahbath in Capernaum; the offense of the
Je-V7s at Jesus’ forgiving of sins, his association with sinners,
his breaking of the Sabbath, and the fact tha.t his disciples
do not fast; how the Je-ws attempt to take him; how Jesus meets
the general misunderstanding; parables about the kingdom of
God; the question as to -who shall enter that kingdom; the
develo-oment of the apostolic circle; glimpses into the future.
( 1 )
This makes a remarkably straightforward and connected narrative'.'
With these sections Von Soden contrasts the remaining parts
of the Gospel, in which he finds many interruptions of the
primary narrative, much interpretation, allegorizing, absence
of actual situations, reminisence of Old Testament stories,
influence of Paul, and reflections of the experience of the
ea-rly Christian Church,
Wendling’s theory, usually called "The Three- Stratiun
Theory," is far more thoroughgoing and complicated. The basis
of it is the fourth chapter of Mark, in which he considers the
two-strands most easily separated. He assigns 4:1-9 and 26-33
to the original and 10-25 to a later, mechanical insertion. He
claims that this latter passage has no organic connection with
the rest of the chapter and even contradicts its situation,
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In the first section (vss, 1-9) Jesus is teaching fron a boat
(other boats being vrith his); then suddenly in the second
section (vss. lC-25) he is alone v/ith his disciples discussing
the parable of the Sower; then in the final section (vss, 26-41)
and again without any indication of change of situation he is in
the boat surrounded by other boats, with the multitude still
present on the shore. Beside the interruption of the narrative
Wendling feels that this passage contains theories v/hich are
contrary to those of the writer of the larger part of the Gospel,
In other places, Jesus speaks to all the people in parables "as
they were able to hear him" and there is nothing in his
parables which need explaining. But in this "insertion" the
theory of the writer is that the parables are "mysteries" v/hich
not only need explaining but which are spoken for the express
purpose of preventing the people from understanding them. The
inner circle of disciples, themselves, do not understand them
until Jesus furnishes them with a key. Further, Wendling finds
this passage distinctly marked by Pauline influences on the
basis of such vjords as: "mystery," "receives it with gladness,"
"persecution," "lusts," and "bring forth fruit,"
Having separated out the tv/o strands Wendling assigns them
to an original writer and a redactor. But after separating
these as far as possible he points out that with the exception
of the interpolation in 4:10-25, the section 1:16-4:33 seems
to be a unit and to belong to the oldest stratum. But, he
says, a new and easily distinguishable section begins ?/ith
j-urrf nc-' ri (‘3-1 ,nrv) not*c3^ -^ri^ al
:ii;
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n'XnoT: ^nxicf" ixoo “eS^r.i/X'’ * ^noiqxrnoa'ioq'"
sn^ica*© gnxCJ' ". >V' Jifo bo-X^'tsqss ^nxvsH
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4:35. The “^^riter is to he distinguished from both the author
of the earliest stratum and the a,uthor of the insertions. ITone
of the distinguishing marks of the la^tter appear. There are
no Pauline conceptions, no prohibition of the demons, and it
goes hack to Old Testament exemplars. Since the insertion in
4:10-25 presupposes the story of the storm on the lake in
4:35-5:43, this latter is older than the former. "The writer
of this section (4:35-5:43) therefore stood between the writer
of the original strand, and the evangelist or redactor. The
last writer (Wendling calls him Ev) worked over the combined
( 1 )
work of his two predecessors."
Wendling designates his three authors as M 1, the author
of the primitive strand - the Ur-Marcus; M 2 the author of the
insertions; and Sv (Evangelist), the final editor. To M 1, an
Aramaic source representing the primitive, realistic, impression
of Jesus the teacher, as conveyed by Peter, he assigns about
212 verses. To M 2, who translated the primitive strand into
Greek with poetical and artistic additions of his own to bring
out supernatural powers of Jesus the Messiah, he assigns about
270 verses. And to Ev the redactor vjhose dogmatic interests
surpassed his historical sense, who inserted some passages and
edited others, he assigns about 200 verses or parts of verses.
The over-elaboration of this analysis is easily seen and
immediately makes its validity questionable. On the whole one
is more impressed by its ingenuity than by its practicability,
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( 1 )
ITorman Williams in his study of Wendling*s Theory revises
it, placing the emphasis not upon the minor differences in
wording hut upon the great omissions. His theory is that there
were three editions of Mark the last being our canonical Gospel.
His argument is:
The original Mark lacked Mark 13 and Mark 6:4-
8:26.
The edition of Mark used by Luke ccnts.ined Mark
13 but omitted Mark 6:4-8:26.
The edition used by Matthew contained both pass
ages
.
From this he argues either Luke wrote before Matthew or there
must have been two recensions of Ur-Marcus in circulation, one
of which being incomplete came to the hand of Luke about the
same time that the complete one csune to Matthew. This too is
quite ingenuous but there is little about it to justify its
full acceptance.
These are but three of the many schemes proposed for the
reconstruction of an Ur-Marcus. A great many scholars have
spent time and effort upon it. Others, however, have felt that
such a hypothesis is superfluous; that other and simpler
explanations can be found for the questions involved; and that
reconstructing a primitive Mark is a waste of time. Canon
Streeter is one of these and he expresses his view as follows:
1, Williams, H. P, - "A Recent Theory Of The Origin Of St,
Mark’s Gospel” - art, in Studies In The Synoptic Problem -
W, Sanday, editor - Clarendon Press, "Oxford, 19117
- fTT^
(1)
at»n.^vs*i '^'toftriT & 'gnx Xi:»rt9^’ *o vboJ’a r>xff nt 'Kfr-oXlXJ:^ a&cay.o^^d.
fix itoijix ^'ort sx 8jsrf<^in9 orfiiJ ^lioxjXrj t^X
c2ta .ancieeifno ^^9*13 scit noqts SiJ(f ^Liibiovr
IsqacO Xiici:noii30 iJid ^'rxocf Ssjy£ orff jCt-sM ^0 anji-JlX)© 9&'ir(^ ai^w
:.3X ^nscaju^ta aXH
-2i;d ^xis <*:x jI'IsM >r.;{oaI at-x-’X IsniaXio srfT
dS:8
at'iiSuT i}9ii£>vl it '?
0
v<X bsau *Vt> noX»i*b9 sdT
.ja:8-^:d ba^ crime cTircf CX
aa.<^q deferf benxacTnoo ijsxIo^jbv ^^asu rtoid-xbe sxfT
5)i€r;:! 'ic. v'sxid J Q\.<jZb^i o:IuI •ladj’is nau^Tx sd axri* tiox'a
s*!© .noxiislL'O'ixo fii ELiOueVi-'iU lo anoisneeai ov;t '’wsd svxsd ctauffl
snM u"i.'0cfxi to bnxsr 9rf:r ol amro aj-£nrrrrri -,rr'DcJ -foiffw to
8X OQi exr"r .v;od.f tali 0^ ernirc ofio e^eX^inioe t>c^i oinri- f>m£a
r;i ©XctcTiX ei ©tsrf^ duo' eifounes«i ^^Xi;p
.©ofL3dqeooJ5 IXul
•'dd 'lot Jjeaoqoiq ac.riOffo« -.'ffar. odd to eo'trfd dutT ata eeoffT
/
svad e'Tjilorira Jae'ia A , bxjo'txsM-iO iib to rtoi J’pu'rdauoooi
daild jl 9 t evBii ,iov9vod ,‘vi9fid0 uoqu dio-^le fcos ©erd dueqe
xsXqfitia i or 'laddo dadt rauouXl'ioqwa ©i siasddoq^ri a rfora
daj'd biia jbevlovni enoXdoOUp add •lo'! Xftuot ecT sl^o erroidx fialqxf*
fion.'sC .smii to odeaw a vl ©vXdimi'iq a siixdou'xdancoe'r
:e«70.rXot ©a veiv aid a©a*:©iq-X9 od fena ©asdd to ono -xodeeidS
' ,dC to niax'tO 9dT tO dnoosK - .*1
- Dceido-i^ ©dl aI 5«ibudg ni ,dia - "Xeqpot^ 8 vxaM
*“ --




"Renounce once and for all the chase of the phantom Ur-Marcus,
and the study of the minor agreements "becomes the highway to
( 1 )
the recovery of the purest text of the Gospels."
There is considera"ble disagreement as to the size of the
Ur-Marcus. Several cr itics ( e
.g. , ^eisse, Schenkel, Heville)
have argued that it must have "been considera"bly larger than
the present Mark, since Matthew and Luke repeatedly agree in
matter which Hark, in telling the sajne story, omits, "Unless
Matthew used Luke or Luke used Matthew, or unless the coinci-
dences are due to the harmonizing tendencies of copyists, these
common additions, so far as they are not trivial, v/ould tend
to show that Matthew and Luke drew from a form of Mark consider-
a"bly fuller than our canonical Mark, This explanation has the
air of improba"bility a"bout it, especially since it involves the
great difficulty of explaining why Mark deliberatel 3/ omitted
a large quantity of available material. Others {e,g,, P, "^ald,
J, "/eiss, "7"on Soden, Wendling) adopt the more probable view
that Ur-Marcus was shorter than our present Mark, Yet, if it
were shorter, the additions in our Mark, would be only those
verses peculiar to it, and these are so few (only about fifty)
that it is hard to reason why a new book should be deemed nec-
essary for their incorporation. This is, however, the view
generally taken at the present. This leads to the further
question of whether Matthew and Luke used the shorter Ur-Marcus
or the canonical Mark, much in its present form. The evidence
1, Streeter, B, H, - o£. cit , - p, 331,
«raroT.'?* -lU ©rf^ lo oasrfo erf;t CIjk 'tcJ ' scno ftofiuoneH"
oj ''/5v/;{^iri of(3 eoncocd tonxm ©rfi lo vbtife ©rfd" fcni^
(i)
".elaqBOv lo axei iJE©iwq ©rf^ *io x,’iorooer sr{&
Ic qeJic ©rfct r>u px; in9tr.9©'i3»eiJh ©Icf^iieLienoo el S'larfT
(©IIxTof ^Is^fnarfoT ^eesioT . .“ ,8 ) >?ol Ji'ro Xetev©? .
itsrfo lagT^X v;Xcf£i9i)isxioc neecf ©Yerf :taufn 3j?£i3 beu^.r^ svsrf
rti 9&Y5:iX3 '\:Il>©J’^6q©*i ©:^^x;J JbfLB inf9ff^^j8l{ ©onle ,3iybM ineesiq ©n'^
e<'29XGn' ,-^ji2io ,\;*ioie 9irj38 ©rfJ' snlXIs^ ni n'oirfw *19:^^^
-ionloo ePsXitir 10 ,Y9f(^lj3iI i»98i; ©^Lt/il to ©sXud X>0 5ff vTSifoixii
069j'^ ^p^ei'^qoc lo esionshns^’ snxsinoirTTj^ff srf^ oi sirb sib eeonob
Xnso X'li/cw ^iBiviTl ^on sxs e-^ oa
^
arrcj^ihXs notmr.oc
T0f)xanoo 5{TBi: ^0 ciTOi b noil reiJb ojUftI X)rL3 .tBrf^ ^^orfa od’
sn'^ 3Bfi noi;?B£iBXqx9 cifIT ailusll XeoinonBO ii/o fisri^ isXXirl
srfX EovXovnx ii sorria \;XlBlo9qee ,.tx ^firotf/? vcrxXitfBcfoiqjrJ lo iIjb
bs&iiBiO ':l9l£ie.o'xX9l) vffw snirriBlqxs lo ^fBsia
.XBii9^Bn ©Xo'jrIIjbvjs lo vcM^nairp sgiaX a
w&iv sXo'acfoiq ©loni srfcT JqolwB {:c;ni CXifieV ,n9^o8 noV ^eei©''^
. 1;
^x li «1©Y .xiaM ^nsp9iq ixfo n&cii isd’-iorfe s/^w st/oiaM-iU J^arf«t
98ork^ v.Xrc 9d h£jjo% ( 2[iaH 'tuo ni er:oi;^ih5)a srf^t ,i9^iof(a 9i9w
(x^lll d’Xioda Ylrio) w©l oe 91a oeerfd- ,-tx oJ- laxXnosq esaiov
-oon comssh sc’ hXnorfa ioocf won a vffwnoaaei oi X>iarf ex J^i darW
v;oxv 9xf^ ,i9V9wcrf ,ai eirfT .noi^jsioqiocnx ixsrfj- lol v^^sss
larid-inl erfd od ehaol airfT .wnoesiq edJ ob nejlad Y^tXaiens^
eL'oi.nJI-iU ieJion'3 add i?9oXf 9>[nJ i>ftB vrofful'ai': lerfJsffr; lo nox^tesnp
6on©Xiv0 sffT ,11101 JiToaeiq adi rii xfotrr: <3fiail larlnonao s.dd 10
.X.15 .O' - .+I 0 .00 - ,E .leJ-ssilo ,X
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is strongly in favor of the use of the latter. One or both of
i
I
them follo’v Mark in all of the transpositions, dislocations,
|
I






in the original Mark or not, they evidently stood in the Mark i
used by the other two Synoptists,
j
It seems possible, also, to find a simpler explanation for
I
the verbal agreements of Matthew and Luke against Mark, or






complicated Ur-Marcus theories, A certain number, wholly
;
i
indeterminate, of those agreements may be allowed to be acciden-
•r i ' I
j
tal, Ifeny of them like the substitution of eL7re\/ for Ae/6-c
,
i




the replacement of an uncommon word by a common one need no
j
explanation, they are simply attempts at improving Mark’s style,




omitting any whole section of their source, we should remember I
that they did not regard themselves merely as scribes (profess-
|
edly reproducing exactly the MS, in front of them), but as
j
^ independent authors making use, like all historians, of earlier !
i
I
authorities, and selecting from these what seemed to them to be;
; .
( 1 )
i most important." Moreover we must remember that these Gospels
;
i
were written upon papyrus rolls which were more or less of I
a standard length. This might indicate that for practical !
purposes the writers, not wishing their work to exceed the i
compass of one roll, found compression necessary. vVhen space
\
. ^ ^ ^ M
I
1, Streeter, F. G. - 0£. cit . - p, 169,
? C ricJ’ cd ";o onO .'isii’-nl srf^ xo pri/ ©rf^ '?o 'lovs'i rii '^Ignoi^'S ox
.ectox^^oolrif- ,suoi« ieocsn^id- edi *10 ir« id :<'ixsi: '^.’oLLo’l rrerfu
ooje r>9'ii/cr-6&l Ds©ri^ -xerfjTsifV' , loqeoO sir: *>0 s^nsmasnB'X'ieeiffr I nf
oA\f Hi Jboo.tr. \:I.tnsfiiv9 -^eri^ ,^on 'xo Isfiisiic srid- ni
,3^pi^qofnc6 ow^ 'i8rf;to 9rf.t ^c” besis
'xol £toxd-ciT>-:Iqxo islqp!i 8 a xifii'r , 03ls (Sldienoo eciesr oI
*iO
,
3ixnli v+nniBa^ slixa iriB r.-exfct j-sl! *3:0 e^norKasis^^ lacfiav sdi
©oaacl- aadt ^nooBSi ctnoiBqgB nirf £no':l noli-BXvsF) *ii;9/f5-
vIXorfw ^'xscfuTi'n jtx£j‘'i90 A .ooiiosif^ buotbM-'I^j f59.jBoi Iqinoo
nofcxocB so' bev'oirB srf v/5rr; e^nemeeiS’*^’ asodJ- to ,9tBnini'rp:t9Xjni
'lOt V^li^ ^ ^ to ncld-trtij Bcfjja sdS sxxl nsrt to . Est
iBuai; to snxF.riBrio iBnoisBooo sxft to
on £> 9 efi ono fioainioc a vd dtov? itocTnoorix; ns to tnsnieoBiqst srft
©I^ta a’i'iBil ijfilvotqcii jX: 8.tqc:sjwS ^noitBOcIqxo
YXse'OOt'xo to vrsrfj’tBH to srlt tl
I'ldineinst bl£Joxi3 sw ^Qctuoe txerfo To noitcse oXorfr ^fXB pniltxno
-arolotq) ascfxtrs bb ’'^Xetoni Bevlesraeffc otBgst don iiu 'n^do i di
8B dijd
,
(ctsfit to dnott nx .8?.! srfd Y-^ft>BX9 3nir.ijbotost "'^Xbo
tsxXtBs to ^sfinitot exit IXs a^CxI ,©8t/ gnx^Brt storfdxrs driobnsqsbnx
ad od aisrft cd homsee derfw eeorfd cott gniucoXss hna , csiditon'dr/B
aIsqaoD ossifd- tBjXd tsdnortet teux" aw tsvoetoIE '’.dnBotoqnir daont
to real to atom &ta;7 ifoir:?: rIXot pu'r.xqeq noqxr nadtx'iw etow
Xifcioojstq tot djsxfd sdBoibnx Jn'sxnr exn'T .rldj^nsl btsbffsd'B o
orft i>&Do:-0 od 2ltcv-- ttodd -nxrfBXV' don .atodif srfd aoeoqtx^q
acnqs narr .vtBasocan noiscstqnioo bnnot ,Iiot ano to Be^cmco
.96X .q - . dip .jc - .0 .tsdastdE ,i
is a consideration and much material is available slight rea-
sons may decide for inclusion or rejection. It was undoubtedly
true that T.he Evangelists thought some things less worth-while
reporting than others. Their reasons for so thinking are large-
ly lost to us since we cannot know all the circumstances under
which they wrote or all the personal characteristics of the men
themselves
,
It appears as though there is no irresistible argument
for an Ur-Marcus, For if Matthew, Mark, and Luke are based on
such a document, as long as they all copy it exactly, they will
agree. This is what is usually found. Suppose, however, that
Matthew fails to copy exactly, then Mark and Luke having copied
exactly will agree, while Matthew is different. This is often
found, also, and its other form of Mark and Matthew agreeing
when Luke does not cop3'‘ exactly. But if Mark does not cop^'-
exactly, while the other two do, then they will agree against
Mark; and this we rarely find - never find if we allow the
above explanations for the twenty or twenty-one instances, some
of them concerned with exceedingly small points, where this
disagreement exists. This demands then the highly improbable
theory that Mark always copied Ur-Marcus exactly, or that
whenever he failed to do so, Matthew and Luke failed as well.
As regards all this comparison of the three Gospels we can read-
ily see that the various hypotheses of an Ur-Marcus arose out
of the desire for a simple solution of the Synoptic problem,
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for such a study nowhere produces the impression that any
large portion has drooped out, or that any has been put in by
( 1 )
a strange hand.”
On the other hand there is no trace of an Ur-Marcus in
ancient literature. Some have thought, indeed, that we have
a hint of it in Justin’s reference to a passage in Peter’s
"memoirs” which is now found only in the Second Gospel. Others
have tried to prove that Papias had such a work in mind when
he said that Mark lacked "order." Neither of these "hints"
is sufficient to accept them as proof. "There is no suggest-
ion anywhere in early Christian literature of the substitution
of a later writing for an earlier one, or of the transference
of the name and authority of a preceding composition to our
(2)
present Gospel." Nor is it easy to comprehend how a primitive
work by the evangelist Mark, giving the Prince Of Apostles’
account of the \7ords and deeds of Jesus, if it ever existed,
could have been so completely lost and forgotten. In short we
must keep in mind the fact that when we go behind that which
we actually have we are dealing in theory and that the sources
which we think we discover can be only hypothetical.
This particular trend of criticism never greatly endangered
the Petrine tradition because so many of its advocates were
willing to look upon the Ur-Marcus, if it existed, as the
primitive Petrine strand and to agree that this was. what Papias
1. Jiilicher, Adolf - ^ Introduct ion To The New Testament -
Smith, Elder, & Co., London, r904, p. 326,
2. Salmond, S. D. P. - a£. cit . - Vol.
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C
had in mind when he made his famous quotation from the elder.
If the Ur-Marcus is accepted it simplifies matters to say that
it fulfills the requirements of the Papias description and
therefore is equivalent to the Gospel there mentioned. If it is
rejected, the rejection in no way affects the tradition of
jpetrine origin since it merely brings us back to the former
status, giving the tradition the support of ancient testimony
and internal evidence. These facts are probably to a large
extent due to the fact fhat the whole discussion is based upon
the consideration of internal evidence and the comparison of the




.mo'i'l noiofiJoiip etforr/i'i r^cff eii nerfr' brcin nx •>£
S.'Aii Ov pu : - .t ijci asil.iXcrrtxs J- c ei r.iroi£>¥-'tU 9f(^ 11
hr:'> rtoxci-qX'icsoJb e. xq^'X SfiJ lo a^tnomsTXftpO'i sri;? rllxllui
rjx U >" ,Mrtoi j;i3ia le'oCOv. arfcT in^Iisvx.rps ex
':o rtoi^xiRT;^ 9X*J Hw oe : on fix riol^oet^'t ..be^tosts-
'if'f-t'xa'i eri5 'ioBcf sts ejjriino Y.Ia^ror:" Si oonxo axp.i*:c snlT.+s
H5C)' Xaelonjp lo I'lccax's snx r.. xix 01^*1 + 3x;o' tjHXTX'x,
ol v;Icri3d'o'xq ot:/^ sd’os'l seprf? .eonsrxT'o .[jin'ie^nr. bnfi.
nocij boc^cf CiX noiBsixr»=*i' 9.Cor>‘ Ijsri^ lex;! sefJ oS ex/5 ^ito^fxo
srl^^ lo nocJX’i^.crfaoo srfl brix; oono.^ive I/3r£7r.trii lo noilfi^s/'ienoo s/fj









It vras pointed out in the discussion of the T^70-Document
Hypothesis that the best v^ay of accounting for the ma,terial in
the Mat thevr- Luke combinations in the Double Tradition was the
assumption of a document to which the name "Q," has been given.
\Ve turn now to a consideration of that document and its relation
to the Petrine Tradition.
Our exceptional good fortune in having one of the sources
(i, e, Mark) so fully preserved disappears as soon as vie have
finished a compilation of the Triple Tradition. When all the
sections existing in parallel form in all three of the Gospels
have been removed, there remains of Matthew and Luke a con-
siderable quantity of material. Of it a certain amount,
approximately two hundred verses amounting to one-sixth of each




parallel form in both Gospels. Our problem is to account for
this ma,teria-l and if possible to discover its source.
An exa,mination of the phenomena broadly presented by the
matter common to Matthew and Luke readily leads us to the
conclusion that a written docum.ent was employed. "There are
many passages, some of them being of considerable length, in
which the similarity, even in unimportant details, betv^een the
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( 1 )
than by the use of a document." Of such passages those of the
mote and the beam (Llatt, 7:3-5=Luke 7:41,42), the centurion’s
v-'ords (llatt. 8:5-10 =Luke 7:1-3, 6-9), and the faithful and evil
servants (Eatt. 24 : 43-51a=Luke 12:39, 40, 42-46) are good
examples. *A second argument is that of the presence of certain .
very unusual or peculiar Greek v'ords and phrases such as ?/ere '
unlikely to be preserved in ji.ramaic oral transmission. Still
further there are certain gra,mmat ica-l peculia.r ities preserved
by both -vrr iters which exist only here in the Eew Testament,
That they drevf from different cycles of oral tradition seems
I
possible v^hen we consider those passages where verbal resem-
blances are small, but such a theory falls short v;here verbal
;
I
resem.blances are close and striking. Such similaritj^ of deta.il
can be accounted for orilj'" by the use of a common written source.
The above conclusion naturally raises the question of the
possible interdependence of Eatthew and Luke or the use of one '
by the other. There are trustworthy indications that such was
j
not the case. Por instance, Eatthew and Luke insert ma.terial
|
at different points in Lark’s outline. This would mean tha,t if
i
Matthew v/as the earlier writer Luke first removed all Matthean
material from the outline of Mark by the tedious process of
comparison and then proceeded to insert it arbitrarily at other-
points, being careful in almost all cases to insure a different
location. Fully two- thirds of the passages which give the clear-
1, Hawkins, Sir John G. - "Froba.bilities As To The So-Galled
Double Tradition Of St. Matthev/ iUid St. Luke" - In Studies
In The Synoutic Problem - 77. Sanday, editor, Oxford,
1911, p. 98.
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est indication of doing dravm from the same document are placed
differently by Matthew and Luke. It seems far from probable
that such divergences would occur if either compiler was using
a source which was biographical a,nd chronological to the extent
of the first and third Gospels,
It v/ould be strange indeed, if either of these writers in
using the other would have the presumption to do what v/ould
have to be charged against him if such a conclusion were
accepted. It would have been necessary for Matthev/, if he
copied from Luke, to have omitted tv/o of the three "lost" para-
bles, those of the lost coin a.nd the prodigal son, A-^hile includ-
ing the third, that of the lost sheep. And if Luke used Matthew
he would be guilty of picking the Sermon On The Mount to bits
and scattering it through his Gospel, of changing the genea-
logical tables, and even of curtailing The Lord’s Prayer, Such
freedom in handling sources is highly improbable, especially in
view of the complete and consistent use of Mark made by both
these writers.
Again sometimes Matthew and sometimes Luke gives a passa.ge
in what is clearly its more original form. This is explainable
if both used the same source, each making slight modifications
of his o-wn, or if each used a slightly different version of the
same source. It is hardly explainable if either depended upon
the other. We turn then to the alternative theory of an earlier
written source v/hich both compilers used in addition to Mark.
The wide-spread assent v/hich this hypothesis has gained from.
Cq J‘no:''L-r>of> erwa arf* ho^Ci n'JB'zh f noi J->.o ies
elcf^cfo'fq .'ttoT;'! aaeoa ^/. biiB 'zd v;Cl I'ts'is'i’iib
Q.'^jL'e;; s^w *roI-Cir.'7ioo 'li tts^oo bLsJO',7 .a9 0 U3 :;i9vlb rfr.aa d- 3jrf^
^natxs edJ- iBoi^of.onc'cdo i rw I.ioii'f'J/iiaoio' sBvr r{r)lr{\r £*oTr^oa ja
.
3l'''CrRor> .h'lZif.t i.iftJS j’B-'-Jll lo
a-raJ’t'xr; saed^ lo ifiiJip 'ix ,?;*j35ni sgnp'ita ‘=^d‘-bluuv'
hLiw\i jBdr: ob o« noi^q{fin8D-rq dv.-.if b.C;jo«T ''orfio nbrft ^nisu
s'lQvr ftox3i;Ic.aoo p .ioja '’ri /r'irf- 130 b^g'i.'^rfo s.f o;J ovarf
9r{ "ii 'to! z'^Bceaoe.'i naed nvfid blfsovr cM ,!:9 cfq900P
-iiipq "d-soX" 99'iiiJ^ 9riv 'o ovf^ DeJ-^'isio evsri oX ,e:fiiJ: aro-i'i Dsiqoo
•jj^i^orii 9Xi(^''v ,rto'; 9 r{s,^ “xir. nioo i-JoI -‘^»rf^ "^.o seorf^ , 39 icf
b^cu e^ud 'ti . rea/ia + 3oI arfv* to .tsrf.t ^rti
- ajid oX dfxao-X axfT fiO *10^198 9dr sni'IoXq lo s'f rIi-ro'.7 sd
-.ssnsg offJ ^ni^a/irio lo .leqaoC eirf ds'^o'crij Ji ^nxTscri-soe bas
n'oiTo , c:’b'fo.i. oiTT r.ncXri^aTifo "0 n^'vo bi'fij ,b9X1oJ- Isoi^u')!
ni -:IX,'^ioe rae C-Xiicfo'^ If^Tx "^Xfi^irf si aonif/oa 'brxsrf ax -lobeaTl
(fiod 'ic 9b^n lo aau Ja^: ,-:ia idc bafi a^aXqiioo erl- lo
.saoJiivT aaan'i
93«Ec.PCi J5 39vi3 9 -^f;I aaffliiotoa bfLS nenriXe-f^tos
3 X axrfT .niol laaiBiTO siorn aii vI*is9lo «i d-/5i^Y(< ai
3 .xoxi.3cilxbom :}:ir;iL3 -.a/yL'i^ .'fo/x© ,9oinos •".(‘ipo ©rfi bosa rflob li
s:fx lo ins'isllib Yx«t/i>iXl8 s boon doss 11 10 .rrro ?.lif lo
iioqxT bobrroqob -lodtls II oI^;--.rfisIqx3 vibxnrf ax il .sc-xt/oe e/:i?s
aoilioo fts lo qxooffl sviJ-'.rt'isiXii ©»^1 'torfi rtiu^* sTT .'lorf-lo 9.'-.,
.ixil 0^ aoIJibba nl bacu azoliq-zoo nlocf rfoirfw’ 90x008 noiiXTw
fuo-rl berrixsa aarf cieorf^ offvrf si rfoln r boe-irc -9^x77 f^rfT
New Testament schole^rs has given rise to the Two-Source Theory,
which is "based upon the use of Mark and this second document as
the mam sources lor the first and third Gospels.
We have then a document v/hich was the source of the paral-
lel material found in Matthew and Luke hut not found in M^trk.
Naturally such an explanatorj'- designation is far too cumbersome
to be used as a title. The German scholars therefore, gave it
the name ;^uelle
,
which is the German word for "source." This
name in time gave way to its initie.l letter, Q,, which is now
the commonly a,ccepted designation. In some of the older
discussions it is referred to as "The Logia," "The Apostolic
Source," or "The Double Tradition." "We are justified, then,
in assuming the existence of Q,, so long as we remember that
the assumption is one which, though highly probable, falls just
( 1 )
short of certalnity."
The assumption of the existence of such a source is con-
siderably strengthened by the fact that the parallel verses in
Matthew and Luke are, broadly speaking, of the general character
"they are concerned not so much with the actions of Jesus
fas with his sayings and afford us when we put them together a.
( 2 )
full conspectus of his teaching,"
It is the usual thing to present the argument from
"doublets" also. That is, there are tnose passages in Matthew
and Luke which while differing slightly are to be looked upon
1. Streeter, B. H, - C£, cit
. p. 184,
2. Scott, Ernest E. - The Literature Of The Nev/ Testament -
Columbia Univ, Press, N. Y.
,
1932.
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1as variant traditions of the same saying or deed (e.g«, the
stories of the feeding of the multitude). The argument drawn
from these is that where ^ney are present in liatthew and Luke
and one is parallel to a passage in liark, the other is to he
accounted for as a passage from on the grounds that the
I
'compilers finding different readings in their two main sources,
included Doth.
t
Although most scholars are agreed upon the existence of
such a document and upon the symbol "Q," as its designation
they disagree widely from then on. "The unanimity of schole.rs
largely disappears when they leave the general position that
a Q, source does underlie Saint Matthew and Saint Luke and v/hen
’
we come to consider details we find ourselves faced v/ith a
( 1 )
perfect medley oi opinions."
TThen it was noticed that the Q, material was composed, as
quoted above, of the sayings of Jesus, the first assumption
was that it comprised the "logia" of which Papias spoke (Eusebi
us H. E. III. 39):
"So then Matthew composed the 'logia’ in the
Aramaic language and each one interpreted them as
he could." (2)
This statement has been the source of considerable argum.ent.
”^ho' was Matthew? This is the first question it raises. It
'
is generally conceded that it is possible that Matthew the
apostle is here meant a,nd that he v/rote dovm the "logia."
1. Jones, Maurice - The Hew Testament In The Twentieth Century
Macmillan, London, 1914, p. 208.
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^ATiat are "logia?" This is not so easily ans-wered. The Greek
vrord is usually translated "discourses" but can also mean
j
I
"sayings," "oracles," "reports," or "stories," From this it
is easy to see vrhy the older practice of calling the document
I
"logia" has been abandoned and the neutral symbol "Q," adopted, i
\\Tiat is the relation of the "logia" to our canonical Matthew?
The present attitude seems to be that one Matthew, ver^i^ probabljT-
tne apofcitie, wrote down a collection of sayings of Jesus as
he remembered them. That collection, written in Aramaic, form-
ed the basis of the source of Matthew and Luke v/nich v/e call
Q, wnicn was probably a Greek translation of the original.
Because of its wide use by the writer of the first Gospel, the
name of Matthew was carried over and applied to a Gospel v/hich
he most certainly did not write.
As to the date and place of writing little can be said.
Sir William Ramsay maintains that it was written during tne
lifetime of Jesus since it lacks a Passion story, Harnack
places it in the apostolic epoch and states that its Jewish and
Palestinian horizon is quite evident. The common opinion is
|
!
that it is our earliest Gospel source and that it had its origin
at Jerusalem or ^^tioch. Scholars are also agreed that it was
originally written in Aramaic but shortly afterward translated
into Greek probably with several versions of the translation.
We are quite sure that it was in the Greek form when it came
to Matthew and Luke since there are verbal agreements for
which we could not otherwise account. As to its versions, i
0*iJBJioa-iv arH' .r- 'tgv.-rjfiB oe J-oa sJ: 3MT '’?i5i:ijOi
"
aiio^a or-u’ luio "ooE?iirooaiJb” heJ ’>l€i*TGT,t '’cllr.i/ef' '?£ Mo’jr
cX -f;? noT"? ” . ^ax'ioJ's" •::b ‘* . 'ipqs't" ’\89.Cc' ^’lo" '%
-jTio.iwoob srl^ anxXIiJD to nox^c-siq 'isbLo srfj- '^Sias ax
"p" lod’firjs C.s'f ':;oii snt J^snobri nsod 'ixsrf
ttsii Ityolijortao TJJO ot ’'sxgol” srli to rroiisIoT oriv at ;S:ni{T
^r-:'2v oto stf oi aiaosa vrteeo'tq ©ffT
ejtj 2i>8eL to a^:ir(,fi3 to .;ioxto‘3 ir.oo js ar/ob sjoT'nr (OXJtioqjQ aot
•* n.iot ,oXjsn>?'iiv nx ^aoi tcsXIoo -"jGorr .narft boioc'raoi^o'i orf
1130 9- noj-r;-.' oiii'j; tcui to eoiwoc orfl to oxe^cf ©rfi bo
, Csax^iio srf^ to n.xX sXani^Tt :I90 *tO o Ttlcfcooiq a wr noxii^r ,p
3i'Ii ,Isqeon j^^xt Qdt to 'laxi'tw orft •c<X sbx'^ atx to eav^cafl
do Hit: Z&qeox: oj OyxXqq^ bna Tavo boi'r'xi5o asw wa.ittBM to arajan
.o.nT ctofi btb -iLciistioo taon ori
»bx,so e6 ooc sXttil Q.iiti'ivr to socXq ' na orfl ot aA
or-.j ^nj-xiio ntstJxTv; as'.x ti Jerf;? saxslrixom rnslXXxW ixS
:»o«aiJBr .’’lote rio'eafi*! e^oaX Xx ecuxe euaoL lo ociiJslxi
bos r'eiwoT, sti t.ri.'t soSata In.' rloocs ciXoc^ooga &;fJ- al tl ascaXc
EX noinxqo itonanoo off'" .jTix'ivo ^txup oi aciii'ioff oi^ifiiXasXi?^
zil,£’:o ..Xx Jbi'vri Xi tiirf.'t ba.v oo'xuoe XsqeoO tsBil'tae 'xwo si Xx Xarfo
S 37- ji +affX idSTSi^ caX:2 ci'rjj faiiiXoriof- .rfooZXfx-. 'lo maXosu’xo'^^ Xa
Xojx-I' rx'iX b-xx!W'i3Xt,«5 viJions X/fcT ox^xcusiA ni noXXi'f.’' vUsni.*' I'lo
. rioit^XarL'i'xX srfi to erxolaiav Xa'if’Vee rixxvr x^daSorLa issiv oXr:.:
Qixf'o Xx tioArt miot jfoe'rC orfX cii as'^ Xi tarft stws eXxj/p sxa aV
lot eXas.'ntn**:?^ XadTiov &*io atsrfX sonis br:a r-^-oXXsM oX
^Enclaiov r.Xi oX" e/. .jiu/ocoB coi'^"x6rfX o Xort oLssoo 9w rfoxrfw
66
! there is a growing belief that the compilers had different
recensions of it. If we cannot thus account for the variances
between liatthew and Luke we should have to charge them solely
,
to editorial temperament,
’Then we discuss the question of the nature and extent of
Q, we get upon treacherous ground. Since it is lost to us
we cannot easily say what it was and what it was not, "’JThile
I
I
the phenomena make the hypothesis of the existence of a written
source Q, practically certain, its exact delimitation is a matter
( 1 )
of a far more speculative character," 7/e must recognize that
the assumption of ^’s existence does not mean that we can
I
discover exactly which passages in Matthew and Luke were, and
which were not, derived from it. A great many have, however,
I ventured opinions.
I Some believe that it was a manual of sayings which was
'supplemented by Mark’s manual of actions and that Matthew and
I Luke thought it was time that the two should be woven into a
consistent whole. It is generally agreed that it consisted
mainly of the sayings of Jesus. Since this is true it might
well have been a missionary manual used to fill the need of
those who taught his way of life. This catechetical origin
finds high favor with Maurice Jones, who says: "Q, was a
'
selection compiled for the use of the primitive Christian
missionar^j as Q, consisted of those deeds or words of the Master
which would guide him in dealing v/ith the problems of his day
1, Streeter, 3, H. - on. cit .- p. 185,
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and explained such questions as the relations of Christ’s teach-
ing to tha,t of the Baptist, its relation to Pharisaic doctrine,
and how the crucified prophet could he indeed the Christ, the
Messiah. It is, therefore, perfectly intelligible as a
document written to supplement the living tradition of a gener-
ation which had known Christ and produced in the non-literary
society of Palestinian peasants to preserve only what they would
( 1 )
be likely to forget."
Although it apparently had no chronological framework or
data of any kind it is evident that it had some plan. Adolf
Jiilicher thinks it had a grouping by subjects as an aid to
teaching. Gome (Barth, Reville, and Moffatt) think a fivefold
or sevenfold arrangement of sayings can be traced but most are
agreed that it was not a finished and purposive work. Although
not in fixed form it appears always to have had a certain order
- apparently topical, since both Matthew and Luke often give
a series of detached sayings dealing with the same subject.
Vincent Taylor who calls it "an innovation prompted by the
needs of catechetical instruction," thinks that it was not the
work of an individual but that it vras rooted in the life of
primitive Christianity and that it grew and changed both its
form and na.ture in order to survive. Scott also leans toward
this idea, saying: "It grew, perhaps, around some primitive
nucleus, but passed thru a number of versions, and was constant-
(2)
ly being added to and modified." The sayings apparently were
1. Jones, Maurice - ojo. cit . - p. 223,
2. Scott, Ernest P. - oo. cit . - p. 39,
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not ^7holly detached since in both Matthev; and Luke -we find
enough narrative to give the setting of the saying in several
instances
,
This raises the question as to whether or not there was
any narrative as such present in Q,. It is necessary to admit
that there is since we can prove it by the same process by
which we prove the sayings, that is, by the double tradition of
Matthew and Luke. By this means we find the following bits of
narrative, that concerning (a) the Baptist and his teaching,
(b) the Baptism of Jesus, (c) the temptation, (d) the centu-
rion’s servant, (e) the Baptist’s embassy from prison. Various *
suggestions have been made for explaining these passages as
purely introductory to the sayings which they contain. Assuming
that the author wished to record sayings only we have to explain
away these bits of narrative.
j
These then are the explanations. The Baptist passages are
|
I
explained by saying first that started with the discourses 1
of John; secondly that Jesus repeated the story and preaching
of John and it was thus a saying (the preaching being that v/hich
Jesus heard before his Baptism), The Baptism passage is ex-
plained by saying that it was included because Jesus had told
of it or because it showed Jesus’ attitude upon a matter that
might be controversial. The temptation passages could have
|
come do’.'m to us only as sayings of Jesus since his disciples
would know of such experiences only through his story of them.
The centurion’s servant passage was put in to introduce "I
«:>
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-xs sx eij.Jjeaxjq cifc'x?qxiC and , ',f73X? q.of, sxx; t'ic?9d r<;?9 'j
bio? h.ar* f^jrssC OEiXBo^d b© ?.".Cc-it a*:- r ?x ?.cx:o 3 ^^- v.*Q3 b3' x**4.q
Jjo.d? s ftoqi- x>b;jjx??i5 'ar'selt i-'ovrors f i ectmroc to M “io
f)v;'r( Hijoc ar.'; .£ rioXd’J&?qni8? on? , J.&r p'lavoto'n.co ad
Rt-Iqinalr sir! oonio 8i;39u lo cgni'jxje oB /ino ei/ c? rrarob omoc
..'TTOfi? lo Rxri •fsxjC'ini vino a !:-n7j:'ieq::9 rfci/s lo vocn- Mf'rw
I” 9 rijr«oT:?nx 0? nx ?t:.7 8Bir egiseaBq ?fx«v'tsa a-ixox7-f?^LSo onX
have not found so great faith, no, not in Israel," The embassy
of the Baptist passage gives us narrative which is patently
[ incidental to the teaching.
That it was primarily a collection of sayings can also '
be argued from the apparent lack of a Passion narrative. This
I
would be logical since the passion was narrative. ITeither
|
Matthew nor Luke has an^rthing here that seems to have been '
dravm from Q,, furthermore Q, was intended not to supersede but
to supplement an oral tradition the most vivid part of which
probably concerned the passion.
Concerning the order of Q, we can look only to Matthew and
Luke and ask v/hich one preserves it best, Matthew tries to
alternate his two main sources, Mark and Q,, by giving success-
ive blocks of narrative and groups of sayings. He does not
seem to keep Q,’s order as well as he does Mark’s, He rather
,
appears to have sorted the ^ material into five groups of
kindred sayings, presenting each as a single discourse, supposed
to be uttered by Jesus at a given time, Luke tries to connect
the sayings with appropriate incidents. Such as he has left
over he seems to have inserted into the Marcan material in one
large block of nine chapters (9:51-13:14), The weight of
|
scholarly opinion is with Luke. Harnack, hov/ever, favors
Matthew on the basis of their respective handling of Marcan
1
material and maintains that Luke chopped up the passages such
as the Sermon On The Mount, which Matthew transfers intact.
j
The former theory seems the best since it is a wise rule of ^
j
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criticism that the simplest and least complicated solution is
also the most probable.
"The attempt to reconstruct Q, has been a popular pastime
( 1 )
among ITev; Testament scholars during the last twenty years,"
And although all seem to agree that reconstruction is impossible
all try their hands at it. To attempt reconstruction is pre-
carious for several reasons, ?irst of all we are prone to
underestimate the nrobability of several versions of the same
I
sayings. This leads to excluding Q, passages where the parallel-
ism may not be considered sufficient to indicate a common source,,
Secondl3'- liatthew and Luke in their use of Mark indicate their
i
freedom in selecting and rejecting certaxn items. Therefore ;
v/e should allow that not all of Q, appears in the double tradi-
tion but that a wide ma.rgin exists in one but not in the other.
Thirdly'", it is possible that we do not make sufficient allov:-
ance for oral tradition preserved in proverbia.l form (e, g.,
,"It is more blessed to give than to receive" Acts 20:35).
I
iThis would allow for parallelism without a conmion written source.
"If Lla^rk had been lost but preserved, and we could there-
fore onlj^ reconstruct 1‘e.rk b;* taking all the common matter of
I
jMatthew and Luke and deducting that belonging to Q,, assigning
the rest to the lost (Marcan) document we were reconstructing
(the converse of the actual state of things), onl^'' those pass-
jages of Mark A7hich both Matthew and Luke reproduce could have
been identified as belonging to this source. But these only
1, Lcnes, Maurice - cr_, cit . - p, 208.
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amount to about tY;o- thirds of Kark* Y;e infer therefore that
the passages v-^hich we can identify a.s ^ by the fact that both
Llatthew and Luke reproduce them may possiblv only represent
( 1 ;
about two- thirds of the original total matter in
7/e would moreover lose much of the spirit of Hark beca.use
of the freedom of reproduction, the failure to quote literally,
I
and the failure to quote completel 3'. Therefore, we may further
infer tha,t we have lost much of the spirit of Q, for the same
reasons.
,








principle of including in ^ all the non-Liarcan material common I
I
! to both Matthew and Luke. Some, however, go beyond this and
attempt to judge the single traditions. There is .a conspicuous
lack of ho.rmony in the reconstructions and yet such harmony as
j
I
there is seem.s to indicate that the various methods used have
an element of soundness,
I
Carl Patton has made b. comparative table of five of the
( 2 ) ;
better-knovm reconstructions, those by Harnack, Wellhausen,
Hawkins, J, "eiss, and V/ernle, His table shovrs the following i
interesting points:
As to the number of chapters involved;
All five have detected Q, material in 11 chapters of Matt.'
All five have detected material in 9 chapters of Luke. !
Three have detected Q, material in 16 chapters of Matt,
^
Three have detected material in 14 chapters of Luke.
|
As to the number of verses involved; ;
1. Kav/kins, ijohn C, - 0 £. cj.t. - p. 185.
2. Patton, C. S. - o£. 011 *11 - pp, 100-120,

In IZatthew; 7,’ernle assigns 302 to Q,
'^ellhausen " 256 to
Weiss " 248 to t,,
Hav;kins ” 194 to
^
Harnack " 190 to tj,
It is interesting to note that out of Wernle’s 302 verses,
the greatest number, 208 are agreed upon by two other men. Out
of Harnack’s 190 verses, the smallest number, 101 are agreed
upon by all five.
In Luke: Wernle assigns 255 to Q,
Wellhausen " 210 to Q,
Hawkins ” 192 to Q,
Harnack *' 190 to Q,
Weiss " 174 to Q,
In these reconstructions Harnack and Hav;klns follow the
simple practice of assigning parallel verses onl 3^, v^-hile the
others base their choice upon genera-1 character of the verses
as Y/ell, I'offatt in his 'Introduction To The Literature Of The
Lev; Testament' gives sixteen reconstructions conveniently
( 1 )
arranged for comparison. The various reconstructions are,
however, onl 3 ’- theoretical, as the schola.rs themselves are the
first to admit. And v;e must end where v;e began with the state-
iment that Q, itself is h3’po thet ical and the parts common to liatt
hew and Luke (l3’'ing outside of Hark) ma.y or ma3/ not all repre-
jsent the contents of a single document. In short, "the net
i
I result of these studies has done more to stimula.te than to
I (2)
conclude the work of solving the S3*noptic problem,"
|l, Hoffatt, James
- ^ Introduction To Ihie Literatur e Of The





^2, Burch, 7', W, - "The Structure Of The Synojjtic Gospels" -
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We turn then to the question of the possibility of the
relationship of llark to such a document. Opinion here falls
into three classes. The first is that of those who maintain
that Hark us^Q,, One fact at least favors this view - there is
a certain amount of overlapping between Q, and Mark, "In fact,
to put it paradoxically, the overlapping of Mark and Q, is more
( 1 )
certain than is the existence of Q,," This is true because no
matter what theory we accept as to the character of the source
or sources of the non-Marcen material common to LIatthe\7 and
Luke it is clear that certain items were known to Matthew and
Luke both in Mark’s version and in another version which was
considerably different. This overlapping covers about fifty
verses of Mark. This seems, to many critics, proof that Mark
knew and made extracts from Q,, In favor of this view is the
fact that in many of the cases of overlapping the Q, version is
longer 8.nd looks more original. "In fact the Marcan often
(2)
looks like a. ’mutilated excerpt’ from the Q, version," In that
case the difficulty lies in explaining v/hy Mark derives such a
small amount of material from Q,, This view is however, less
v/lc’ely held than formerly, even Streeter from whom v^e have just
quoted having swung over to the other side,
Ijiother group of critics is of the opinion that Mark did
not know^ Q,. They hold that any theory that Mark depended upon
0, assumes tha,t the latter had a monopoly on the sayings of
1, Streeter, B, H, - on, c it . - p, 187,
2, Streeter, B, H. - Ojj. c i t , - p. 187,
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Jesus. Such a thing seems very unlikely. "Sayings of Jesus,
' such as come into question here, must have heen circula.ting in
:
m*a.ny directions; it is contrary to all probabilities that they
were dravm into the single channel or canal of i;^,, so that any
I
writer had to derive them from this source. In the nature of
the case there m.ust have been considerable amount of material
' common to the Petrine tradition and the Eatthaean Logia; it is
;
to adopt an ultra-literary method if we explain any parallels
(e.g., 4:21-22; 6:7-13; 9:37, 42f; 10:42f; 11:22-25) between the
' reproduction of the former in Mark and the latter by the hypoth-
1
I
esis of borrowing, especially a.s Q, itself must have gone back
: ( 1 )
.partially to the Petrine tra.dition of the sayings." This group
I




even been made for Mark’s scanty use of if he knew it. Many
|
of his sayings would have been in accord with his purpose. It
is hard to explain why any Christian y/riter should ignore v/ords
j
I
like those concerning the relation of the Pather and the Son
I
' (Matt. 11:27). There is no apparent reason why he should have
failed to repeat its contents, even if he assumed that his
readers already had Q,. Again it is not absolutely necessary in
I
any case, on the basis of either stj^le or substance, to assume
that Mark borrowed from Q,. Some passages are undoubtedly later
insertions into all the Gospels, some passages in the canonical
i
Mark may have been drav^n directly from. Matthew or Luke by a
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The third set of critics, the majority of them, take the
easiest vray out of this prohlem. They acknowledge that ^ is the
earliest written source and then say that Mark knew Q, but did
not use it. This they explain by saying tha.t knowing Q, to be a
collection of sayings he wrote a collection of actions to supple-
ment it; or that he did not wish to duplicate what v/as already
in use and widely knovn. On the basis of the number of critics
favoring this opinion and the previous one, s.nd the v/eight of
their arguments, it is fairly certain that Mark made no use of ^
If this is true we again arrive at the conclusion that the
Petrine tradition is undisturbed by more recent theories. If
it could be successfully shovm that Mark ma,de any considerable
use of 0,, it would demonstrate that he was not merely an aman-
uensis but a compiler, thereby'’ seriously threatening the Petrine
tradition. Since it was expressly stated that Mark’s only source
was Peter’s first-hand testimony, any proof of the use of other
sources would necessitate the abolition, in part at least, of
the ancient tradition. But since it seems to be commonly agreed
that Mark made no use of Q, and that the parallels that v/ould
indicate such use can be otherwise explained, the tradition must
still stand as at least probably true.
Before leaving this question it seems well to mention the
theory of Loisy who in his edition of "The Synoptic Gospels"
published in 1908 expressed willingness and readiness to believe
that for 0, as well as for Mark’s narrative source, Peter was an
fi:-
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ultimate authority. He argued that the date of hoth may he
about the same: their place of origin (Jerusalem) and language
(Aramaic) ma,y oe tne same; and the spirit is about the same, ’
Both, he pointed out, expressed the recollections and the faith '
of the early Christian community. Although this theory has a
kernel of truth in its cla-im of a.n important pla.ce for Peter and'
Petrine material in the early church, it is merely a conjecture
without any internal or external support.
f}cf rrtocf *lo Bili .boogti? 3>r .-^^tijorfd-i/s e^i^xi^Xtr
brte ^^TsIfiSi/i^u) rti^iio lo ^o.sXq xiarf^ ismBQ orf^ ^irocfjs
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Chapter VII
Form-Criticism And Mark i
During the past tv/enty years, American and British schols.rs
have been aware of the rise of a new German school of Gospel
research and criticism, the method of v/hich is knovm as
Fo rnif;eschichte
,
which in English means "Form History," or better
still, "Form Criticism," This school devotes its attention to
the component units into which the tradition v/hich underlies the
I
Gospels may be analyzed. Its aim is to study the development
01 ..lie oral tradition before its crystallization into the
Gospels, This takes the research back beyond the earliest
written records such as Q,, Ur-Marcus, and une Passion Narrative
-
back even beyond the fixed cycles of traditions upon which these
earliest writings were based. In a comparison oi otner pro- i
cesses or development in oral tradition, chiefly oriental, and
in the evidence of editorial modification and elaboration with-
I
in the SynopLxc Gospels, tney see the probability of some kind
of orderly procedure, based upon the laws of folk psychology,
which may be traced to the earlier pera.oa,
"There are, it is assumed, positive * laws’ controlling
the development of tradition; the present task of the Hew Testa-
ment critic, now ona-t the Synoptic sources are fairly generally
j
recognized, is to examine the operation of these laws during the
relatively brief stage lying oeu'/een -Gne death of Jesus and the
earliest written account of his life and teaching. Thus Form-
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research, and it promises, if successful, to carry us back to
( 1 )
the very fountain-head of Christian origins
This school has in reality sprung up since the World War
and although anticipations of the method may be found in the
works of earlier scholars (e.g., J, Weiss and 7/ellhausen ) , its
full application can be seen only in the v/ritings of such
contemporaries as Rudolf Eultmann and Martin Dibelius. This
school is not content to xake the traditional origin oi Mark
for granted and has devoted itself to the task of accounting for
the existence of the Gospels without any reference to the
second-century traditions. This is to be accomplished, it is
thought, by worxing backward from the Gospels, through the vari-
ous stages of transmission, to a point as near as possible to
the actual words and deeds as spoken and performed in Palestine,
The Two-Source Theory which is generally inought to account
for the written sources of our Gospels is accepted and welcomed
by the writers of this school, but they are not content to stop
with it - or with any other merely literary result. They point,
out that the early Church was not likely to have expressed
itself in writing either during the lifetime of Jesus or immedi-
ately afterward. Rather, it is likely that in the earliest
years oral traditions of the words and deeds of Jesus v^ere pass-
ed on by word of mouth, being treasured not in and for them-
selves, but as a source of authority in solving the proolems of
tne youtnx ui Cnristj.an communities. These needs, the adherents
1, Grant, Frederick G,, translator - Form Criticism - Willett,
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of the theorj’- tnink, v/ould he chiefly concerned with mission
preaching, catechetica.1 teaching, demonstration of the content
and meaning of Christian living, controversy with Judaism and
other opposing elements, and, perhaps most of all, worship.
They believe, also, that these traditions would a,t first cir-
culate j.n two lorms: on the one hand, that of little, separate
stories, and, on the other, that of sayings of Jesus, either
separately or in collections. Such stories and sayings would
naturally assume a more or less fixed form because of their
constant repetition in the Churches, Since there were already
such collections ox oi and stories about teachers and
leaders of the Jewish and Hellenistic worlds, it is possible
that the Christians consciously or unconsciously used them as
models, "And, finally, they suggest that many of these pre-
literary traditions are still discernible in our written gospels,
especially St, Mark, and that to some extent they can be classi-
fied according to their t3rpe ana form; wnenct: the name of the
( 1 )
new study,"
The Form-Critics therefore reject the possibility or making
out of Mark’s narrative either the development of the Messianic
consciousness and claim of Jesus, the course of his activity,
or the reasons for his death. They claim that Mark grew* out of
the primitive community, is steeped in its interests and views,
and dominated by its theology and its dogmatic conception of
1, Lightfoot, H, H, - History And Interpretation In The Gospels
Harper & Bros., H. Y,
,
1934,
noiaoxirr rfcfX’v fjsfiiaonoc \;Xl9X:^o 90 bLifovr ^'£cii£i& X'^oori* orif
d'fiej’noo lo iioi j-si^sno/rrsb »:^nirfDS9i Xeo xtsffoa^flo t^/i.CffoaQ'iij
bitH laeiBbx/I, u^ivs' ^.c'lavo'iJ'noo nalteiirfC "io ^nin^aa bas.
.qiiiaiov.' ,I.Ls to faoKi aq^rfisq ,Jbris ^BirraTiaXa srtiaoqqo larf^o
-Tio fa'il’t SB b£uow aacid'ibuiJ' 989ff;t J-jerfi ,08 Iji3 ,9V9il9cf \:9ffT
9 d-i5'Xjsqos to ^bnarf sno ori^ no :awio'i o'»-J Cx ej^Cuo
'xarf^xa .efjes’’^ to e^rtx-xsa to isrfj- ,i9rf^o arfo no ,bn« t^eiioSa
bluo”' bas aoiiota rfox/3 , afiox^oaXIoo ni io
liorfcJ’ to 98 Jjaoeo* ni'iot bsxit ee^^X 10 s'toiTi s a.Truaa.^ vXXxj'rtriBn
Bzoyr oisd^f aoniS .eorfoiuiXO arfct’ ni nox.txd'sqaT driatoftro
bn^ 8i9 rfoi39 J' d-sjocfs aoino^e Jbcus ao xo 8no*J03lIoo rloxis
sicfxsaoq ex (BblTCow c-ictaiiisIIoH brtjs rfaivrsX* srf^ to e'xabaoX
as ci9d^ boau 'ileuoxoanoonu 10 vlaxroxonnoo eftsxtsiirfO
-axq 939rf^ to '^fuain taosSi-'s ^orft ^'cllJsnXt jbnA” .aXaboa
?:l9q£03 nsXliiw ii/o nx sIdxniooaxJb XXi^s stjb snox^xbsiJ’ vi.s'isJ’il
ieei?Io 9 cf ruso cJnetxa amoa ot brus .XS vII*iio9q39
f»K.t *^0 firr^rr orii aofian.; : rioi dto? 9TY:f Txerft saxbiooois beit
oxnexaaeH aria to J’nomqoXavsb orf^ lerfold » v-.jJi’t'iBfi 3^2i*r8ll to cfxxo
to noxXqoonoo oi^x^m^ob 8*i bixi? ati vo' I'OC^x^^iPto^ bnB
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Christ. They say, then, that the writer used the traditional
material revising it and rearranging it to fit his own ideas.
Applying their theory they say that, "it may be seen quite clear-
ly that the original tradition was made up almost entirely of
brief single units (sayings or short narratives), and that almost
all references to time and place which serve to connect the
single sections into a larger context are the editorial work of
the evangelists. They make use of typical formulas of transi-
tion which are spread, so to speak, over an apparently limited
body of local tradition in order to provide the background of
the particular scenes and the framework of the life of Jesus as
a whole: the house, the road, the mountain, the shore; situa-
tions such as Jesus in the boat, upon a journey, as a guest at a
meal, or in the synagogue at public worship. Entirely schematic
is the appearance of the crowds, the opponents, and the attend-
ing disciples." This editorial technique appears to be pro-
gressive, being relatively undeveloped in Hark but quite polished
in Luke. Thus, when this editorial material is removed from the
Gospels we have left the disconnected bits of older traditional
material from which they were composed. It now remains to
determine the laws governing the growth of popular narrative and
tradition and to test these sections against them.
"The laws governing the formulation of popular narrative
and tradition may be studied in detail in the material which the
Synoptists hand down. The first thing we observe is that the
1. Bultmann, R. - "The Study Of The Synoptic Gospels" - art. in
Form Criticism - P. G. Grant, translator, on. cit . - p. 26.
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narrators do not give us long unified acoounts but rather small
single pictures, individual scenes narrated with the utmost
simplicity," Thus the narratives are very short and have only
two, or at most three, characters. Crowds when they are present
are treated as units. Y/hen these narratives are passed from one
person to another or taken over by another writer, their funda-
mental character remains the same but their details change with
the fancy of the writer. The changes are usually in the direct-
ion of explicitness and definiteness. So, for example, the ear
of the high priest’s servant which was struck off in Gethsemane
(Mark 14:47) was according to Luke (22:50) the right ear. Or
again, names are supplied in the later Gospels for the unnamed
persons in the earlier ones, as in the case of the disciples
who are sent to prepare for the Last Supper; they are unnamed in
Mark (14:13); in Luke (22:8) it is said that they were Peter and
John,
-I
Another change that often occurs is that of giving in direct
discourse what the source has given indirectly, Y/hile, for
example, Mark (14:23) tells that when the cup was passed around
at the Last Supper "they all drank of it," Matthew (26:27) has
Jesus say, "Drink ye all of it," "Along with the tendency to
characterize more definitely the dim figures in the tradition
goes the inclination to impose a schematic idea of the course of
Jesus’ activity, viz, the opponents with whom Jesus engages in
disputation are almost invariably scribes and Pharisees, who
1, Bultmann, R. - o£, cit , - p, 32,
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interrogate him with malicious intent. One may often observe or
infer that the earliest tradition had to do with unspecified
questioners, whom the later narrators transformed into ill-
( 1 )
disposed scribes and Pharisees,"
The next step is to set forth the evangelic material in the
forms of distinct literary types. Doctor Martin Dibelius, who
made the first really determined effort to do this distinguishes
three main forms in the narrative material of the Gospels,
namely: Paradigms, Tales, and Legends. These he defines as
follows
:
"P/JLUDIGM A short illustrative notice or
story of an event, not more
descriptive than is necessary
to make the point for the sake
of which it is introduced,
•'TALE A story told primarily for its
own sake.
"LEGEND A narrative about some sainted
person. The term ’legend’ does
not in itself raise the question
of historicity," (2)
The paradigms he believes were originally separate so that a
preacher might choose any of them for his immediate need. But
the Evangelists have grouped these paradigms into continuous
stories with the aid of editorial notes and other modifications,
with the result that it is now exceedingly difficult to find
a paradigm in its earliest form. From Mark, Dibelius has been
able to recover only eight of them in a relatively pure state.
1, Bultmann, R. - 0£, cit . - p. 34,
2. Dibelius, Martin - From Tradition To Gospel - Scribner’s
N. Y., 1935, p, XV,
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The Healing of the Paralytic Mark 2:1-12
The Q,uestion of Pasting ...Mark 2:18-22
The Rubbing of the Mars of Corn Mark 2:23-28
The Healing of the Withered Hand.,., Mark 3:1-6
The RelatiYes of Jesus Mark 3:20f., 31-35
Blessing the Children .Mark 10:13-16
The Tribute Money Mark 12:13-17
The Anointing in Bethany, Mark 14:3f. (l)
These are excellent examples of Uibelius’ paradigms for they
fulfill all the requirements of early tradition, Bach of these
sections is complete in itself, the editorial introductions and
conclusions being easily detachable. Each contains only the
strict minimum of detail necessary to understand the incident
narrated. Christ’s questioners are never described beyond a
brief mention of their characters and are often made to speak
in chorus. In the cures there is no loitering ’?7ith the miracle
for its ovn sake. All that is given is the nature of the ail-
ment, Jesus’ words, and their effect. Everything is subordi-
nated to a central saying of Jesus, which is the kernel of the
paradigm, and which invariably possesses universal application.
And finally they end with the exclamation of the onlookers
praising the act. Thus a paradigm v/ould be formed oy taking the
existing recollections of an incident, eliminating needless
features, concentrating everything upon the kernel saying, and
giving it a coloring that is thoroixghly religious, Hot only
would this often involve a departure from objective historical
recording, but it may have led, as Dibelius thinks, to the
1. Dibelius, Martin - or^, cit . - p. 43,
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intentional generalizing of Jesus’ sayings. On this basis it is
possible, by removing the generalized saying, to catch a glimpse
of the pre-paradigm stage of the tradition,
Dibelius thinks that as Christianity spread in the world it
developed nev/ needs, and that the teacher and story-teller were
developments to fill these. It is with the v/ork of the latter
that we are now concerned. It was he that gave to the tradition
its second type, the "tales,*' Of these Dibelius finds the
following nine in the Gospel of Mark:
The Leper: Mark 1:40-5,
The Storm: Mark 4:35-41,
The Demons and the Swine: Mark 5:1-20,
The Daughter of Jairus and the ‘'Joman 7?ith the
Issue: Mark 5:21-43,
(Here two stories are so closely
interwoven that any attempt, to I
separate them would destroy the
structure of both the main and
the subsidiary narrative.)
The Feeding of the Five Thousa.nd: Mark 6:35-44,
The 'Valking on the Sea: Mark 6:45-52,
The Man, Deaf and Dumb: Mark 7:32-37,
The Blind Man of Bethsaida: Mark 3:22-26.
The Epileptic Boy: Mark 9:14-29.
These stories are marked by definite characteristics. They
describe Jesus primarily as a v/onder-worker , These stories, each
complete in itself, are told with a, lack of devotional motives
and with a gra,dual retreat of any words of Jesus of general
value. Vividness of detail is indispensable to them, however,
and unedifying elements, as when the disciples rebuke Jesus or
question his wisdom (Mark 4:38; 5:31; 6:37; etc,), are intro-
duced for the purpose of heightening the action. Finally,
these stories usually close with a statement which establishes
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the proof of the miracle (e.g., the healing of the dumb man
concludes, ’’He spoke properly"). These stories may have arisen
in any one of three ?rays, the enlarging of paradigms, the
deliberate application of motives to brief narrative bits, and
the taking over and transformation of non-Ohr ist ian stories as
wholes. VvTiich one of these alternatives is applicable in any
I
given case is usually indeterminate since vre do not knov; all thei
original material. This much is certain, these tales were not
formed for public -^yorship, they are only partly Christian and
they all contain something of the "-world."
Between the paradigms which represent Christian forraulationj
with an edifying style, and the tales vrith their technique
developed after the secular manner of the surrounding -world,
there is a third category of narratives to be found in the
Gospels as -well as in the popular literature of the day. Its
method of speaking is not altogether secular, but is more
explicitly edifying. "Here we have to do with ’religious’ sto-
ries as they are kno-'vn and loved in the -world, so loved, indeed,
that the name Legend, -which applies to their cat<=‘<'ory, has be-
;
come the typical designation of a religious story." Bor the
most part, the Legends, by their nature, are interested in
secondary things and persons. Here all sorts of people sur-
rounding Jesus n,re called for-'ward, the future significance of
Jesus is sho’.m during his childhood (Luke 2:41-49); and exem-
plary thoughts and deeds of religious men are brought out
1. Dibelius, Martin - ojo. cit . - p. 104.
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(e.g., in the stor3* o- Zaccheus, Luke 19:1-10), "Legends put
halos around men, and set in a transfiguring light the very
things which religious men did. Hence everything belonging to
'
the very fact of religious men may become significant in a
Legend. Paradigms have to do with the message as such, and
Tales v.'ith miracle. But Legends sometimes lack concentration,
and their interests are manifold, because nothing proper to
the fact of a man of God must be excluded. Hence in this case
analysis cannot prove the type by examples as (with Paradigms
and Tales), Rather vie must demonstrate by the narratives them-
selves and the interests which come to light in their statements
i ( 1 )
.whether and in what sense we are dealing with a Legend."
Besides these three important types of narrative Dibelius
also postulates an unnamed form in which a saj’^ing is dramatized
into an event, as in the dispute about rank (Mark 9:33-37); the
epiphany, a special kind of storj’’ which depicts a supernatural
being revealing himself to chosen witnesses while remaining
hidden from the public, as in the raising of the daughter of
Jairus (Mark 5:37; cf 7:33 and 8:23); and the myth, the narra-
' tive of the doings of a divine person that explain some cosmic
phenomenon or some observance in a cult. In Christianity the
myths have arisen either by the transference of some current
mythica-l storj’- to Jesus or by explaining some Christian doctrine
or act of worship as depicting an epiphany of the Divine Son.
1. Dibelius, Martin - 0£, cit . - p, 132, In the () the v/ords
"our third and fourth chapters" are omitted and the sub-
jects of those chapters are inserted.
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In this latter class Dihelius put the baptism and transfigura-
tion stories.
These forms are largely rejected by Rudolf Bultmann, who
divides the material into Apothegms (equivalent to paradigms
*but of v/ider application^ Miracle Stories, Proverbs, prophetic
and apocalyptic utterances, legalistic sayings and rules of the
Church, sayings in the first person, and parables. Gunkel
makes a distinction between "myths" and "folk-stories," Martin
Albertz names "dialogues" as set forms with la\7S of their 0T,7n,
Charles Fox Burney distinguishes "poem stanzas," and so on.
One of the main faults with the proponents of this theory
is their disregard for the basic requirement of their ovm theory,
namely, that they must argue from the form itself. "Form-
criticism must confine itself to the study of forms, without
attempting tasks that lie beyond its reach. And so the use of
form-criticism to detect legendary elements in the Gospels was
a mistake, since the legend as such has and can have no peculiar
( 1 ) -
form of its own," Dibelius* term "paradigm" is unsatisfactory
also, since it designates not a form but a function tha-t many
types might fulfill, neither do "myths" have a form of their
own - the name designates not the outward structure but the
contents of a narrative. This is true also of folk-stories and
seems to be true of Dibelius’ " ephiphanies" and Bertram’s
"cult-legends," All of these narratives are found in stories of
1, Easton, B. 3. - The Gospel Before The Gospels - Scribner’s,
n. y., 1928, p. 85.
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the most diverse types and having no set forms are not really
pa,rt of the scheme. '’S’rom the historical standpoint questions
as to the possible presence of mythical, legendary, cult-legend-
a.ry, and epiphany elements are vrholly legitimate, and they
dem^and an ansv^er
. But neither can the questions be asked nor
( 1 )
the ansTvers given from the point of form-criticism." This is
true because this method is not of itself a. historic tool for
by itself it can tell us nothing a,t all concerning the truth or
falsity of the incident rela,ted.
Obviously much of the difficulty, especially that revealed
by the v/ide divergences in nomencla.tures
,
is inevita^ble, for
the originators of our Synoptic tradition vrere probably uncon-
cerned Y/ith literary types and our "forms" are at best distinc-
tions superimposed upon ancient material, llo scheme can be
more than approxim.ately satisfactory. Yet sufficient progress
has been ma.de to indicate tiiat the undertaking may be valuable.
must, however, remember that form-criticism is not historic
criticism.
"This school has at lea.st the merit of Yielding all kinds
of scattered ideas intoa coherent whole, and of drawing very
definite conclusions from themi which may be thus summarized:
"(i) The setting of the Gospel narratives is
artificial, the transitions in them are schematic,
and due to an editor’s hand; they are not origi-
nally connected, and they only conceal the fact
that the Gospel narrative was originally formed
of a multiplicity of isolated elem.ents separate
from^ each other,
1. Easton, B. S. - 0 £, cit . - p. 64.
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"(ii) The Gospels are not historica.l docu-
ments. They Yrere neither composed nor preserv-
ed in order to make knovm the Jesus Tvho lived
and taught in Galilee and in Judaea and v/ho died
at Jerusalem. They are religious documents which
represent v/hat Jesus vras for the faith and piety
of the circles in which they were com.posed.
"(iii) The different forms under which the
materie.l of the Gospel story has been presented
shows that thejr have teen elaborated in view of
the differing functions of the life of the Church;
they are so closelj?- adapted to this purpose that
it would be foolish to im.agine that it would be
possible to discover an historical kernel within
them." (l)
;
The method used, trjring to classify the Gospel stories in
types corresponding to the diverse functions in the life of the
early Church proves to be very arbitrary. Even if it viere
legitimate to assume that there v/as a definite connection
between these forms a,nd these functions, it would be wrong to
conclude from this that the function created the form, that it
was the needs of catechizing, preaching, and public worship
|
which determined the appearance of the materials used by them
and gave them their structure and form. It is altogether
possible that these things were the result not of creation but
of adaptation and utilization of some of the elements in the
I
Gospel tradition for the needs of the Church. If this is true, :
it ma;7 account to some extent for the form of the Gospel mate-
rials by the uses to which they vrere put, but it does not
explain the creation of the Gospels them.selves.
1. G-oguel, liaurice - The Life Of Jesus - Macmillan, IT. Y.
,
1933, p. 58.
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An attempt to make it do so has been made by Vincent
( 1 )
Taylor. Ke sta-rts b3'' dividing the time between the death of
Jesus and the end of the centur^^ into three periods, extending
from 30 to 50 A. D., from 50 to 65, and from 65 to 100. In the
first of these, the years immediately following the Resurrection
he believes that the Christians preserved cycles of connected
reminiscences associated with the centres of Jesus’ activity,
examples of which ma3'' be seen in the Passion-narratives 8.nd the
sections of Mark having to do with Capernaum (1:21-39) and the
Sea of Galilee (4:35-5:43; 6:30-8:26). These he holds were i
shaped b3^ constant repetition and spread from one centre to
another b3^ the travels of the Christian leaders. In this period
there is no demand for a connected record, apart from the
Passion Stor3', and no interest is visible in the life of Jesus
earlier than his rainistr3''. "The first period is one in which
the self-contained story, the sayings group, and the single
saying represent the normo.l tvoes of tradition, and the prevail-
( 2 )
ing range of interest," The characteristic mark of the second
period is the attempt to gather the scattered elements of the
,
I
tra.dition into groups. The attention seems to have been
1
directed especially toY/ard the collection of the sa3’-ings of
Jesus and their arrangement in topical order. Such collections
of Pronouncement-Stories Albertz claims can be seen in Mark
2:l-3:6; 9:15-17,27-33; 12:13-40, indicating that Mark knew and
1, Taylor, Vincent - The Pormation Of The Gospel Tradition -
Macmillan, London, 1933, Chapter 8,
i
2, Ta3;’lor, Vincent - otj, cit , - p, 175, I
iiV Y.f rirGcT a :rf oa o': Ji rt<\
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^oi-oi-iaq ooirfd oinl oni “io . rto G.'fi' aussL
9rfd nl .COX oj 2o .rroi'l o3 OS rto"'^ ,. • ’- Q2 Oi Oc ’O'll
InolXoG"'.:. r.rtw , rr.i‘’'oX-ro'l vilod-j&i J^Griinx so^'"-: jeaGdi “io cJ-aTil
.dtJOGuiioc *10 uf^iovo hev'ioaoiq axTriO oid.r -.rf^ ^ovgIIoX 9'd
.vtiTi^C'- ’ai'sst ^o a'^id-rieo erfct rf^^x ^ :^p.irosRn sornec^x.tXinei
9nJ- ;L,a^ 6GV &f?d- rti cieee ao' vism 'rioix^/ xo 0f-IqiL-:xG
.'T:* 0X1)3 ('i:"-!-:!) jiuTafiT-o qx^O daxrr ob ol lo efiox+oea
^:Lo:i esi caarfl .[3S:0-0S:d ; S.-': 6-S5: ^ ) ga.r.xExiO do ssS
oJ' S'ldnso ©no raoTi ftx^s'iqc. bL^.a noli i^oQO'i ortr-danoc ''id brjqx3i..a
jcx'ioq r.irfd nl ,ci:jb-.9l nsxJ sX'xrfO 9*Xi do aXovBT^ orf- 'xcf i9rfJonx>
oxic mo'id ^'ijsqxi ^brrooa'X bocfosotnoo £ toi on sX STsrfJ’
BU09:> do aiXX .-db ni sIJiaxv ax j-sGxsd-.xx on 5nx> qoxas-sq;
lioirf'. rii en ' sx boX'ioq c^o'ixl srlT” •^'icroixiir: axn n.Grf+ leiliBo
bljrixd ed'S ,quo -T’ si ax'iBP^ srfJ' ,\’; .od"a bsniccfnoo -dlss orf^
I'-x* YG'tq orfJ d-f 1 ^ ncicf "hxi'it do asavd Xiirr'ron^erfd XrtosGTcp'X
dnooea srisJ do oxJ-xx'ie>^r.viT-'>r’0 orlT ".lee're^iix do GT.nax "^ax
9ffo lo c^nefltsXy br-iza:)':!' '-.op ort '=;:n dJ' &q_nr’JjB sni bx bnizeq
nofic" oo afnooo noidnoiXis orfT *30^01,3 Ojfix noxJi xjiX
do o^niviju ariJ do rxOxd'^aXXno ©rid h^s-^rocf- ''clX^ioaqo:. bexcoTii)
snoijo3Xr.oo rfci.'P .labTO £x-oxqoX ni ^ rtGaoDns™ Tii-dd Xiib snaoL
nx riGoa erf fiBo antxjilo sfzscXA 39X-:orfc- jnemoorixronc'i^ do
Srro •'.•ii?t jBdd -^crSBoibjji , 0^-dX:S:X jSS-VS/’X-SX:^
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1
used such sources. It ’.vas during this period also that the
Sayings-collect ion "Q," v/as formed. The third period is that of
the Evangelists and the "ma.ny" who had "taken in hand to draw
up a narrative" (Luke 1:1), During these years "a special
impulse was given to the task of Gospel compilation by the rapid
exToansion of the Gentile Mission, the lanse of time, and the
( 1 )
increased need for Christian instruction and defence," Even
Taylor admits, however, that far more than Form-Criticism is
needed to trace out the history of the Gospels,
This method of criticism if accepted would undoubtedly wipe
out all the second-century traditions concerning the origin of
the Gospel According To Mark by making Mark a compiler of oral
tradition plus collected groups of stories. It should, hov;ever,
grant Petrine origin to some of the Marcan material since Peter
played so large a part in the early Church, Although none of
its leading proponents make any such allowance, it would be
highly improbable that Peter did not both originate some material
and take part in the formative processes of other ma,terial.
Again it is not beyond conception that Peter, a first century
prea.cher, would have used such "forms" as existed. If he did,
then Papias’ statement that Mark derived his Gospel from Peter’s
sermons may account for the paradigms and tales in it. This be-
gins, however, to look like unnecessary hairsplitting when the
results of Form-Criticism are still too arbitrary a.nd too sub-
jective to be taken as absolutely/' conclusive,
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Chapter VIII
The Tendency Theory And Paulinism
Perdinand Christian Baur (1792-1860) and the Tiihingen
School, for so his followers came to be designated, first
attempted to place the E’ew Testament writings in their true
setting of primitive Church history. This centered attention
upon the dates of the Nev/ Testment writings, all of Y7hich are
included in the century from 50 to 150 A. D.
“Baur’s conception of the course of events in this momen-
tous centur3^ has been described as a theory of historical pro-
gress by fusion of opposites in a higher unity. The Hegelia.n
scheme of thesis, antithesis and s^nn thesis had in fact some
justification. in the recognized phenomena of the development of
Christianity. It had sprung from Judaism, overcoming the partic-
ularism of that still nationalistic faith by the sense of its
mission to the world at large. The conflict acknowledged in all
the sources and most vividly reflected in the great Epistles of
Paul to the Galatians, Corinthians and Romans, a conflict be-
tween those who conceived Christianity as a universal religion,
and those who looked upon it as only a reformed, spiritualized
ajid perfected Judaism, was the characteristic phenomenon of the
( 1 )
first or apostolic age." Following out the Hegelian principle
Eaur developed the "Tendency Theorjr" and applied it to the
Gospels. A.ccording to this view, Matthew (polemically Jewish-
1. Bacon, B. - The Mak ing Of The Hew Testament - Holt
,
H. y., 1912, p. 59.

Christianj came first, followed by an original Luke (polemically
Pauline-Ghr istian)
,
then by our Mark v/hich v/as based upon both
and written in the interest of neutrality, and last by our Luke
which was designed as a final irenicon. Inasmuch as the Petrine
tradition is regarded as essentially Jewish-Christ ian this
theory regards Mark as a "Tendency" \7riting composed for the
purpose of reconciling and mediating betv:een the Pauline and
Petrine parties in the early Church, Later writers of the school
gave up the priority of Luke but not of Matthe?/.
The fault with this school lay in its method in which the
examination of the simple literary phenomena of the Gospels
played only a very subordinate part. "So far as these critics
discussed the Gospels themselves and compared them, their object
was chiefly to show how the several Gospels, by virtue of their
individual characteristics, fitted in with and illustrated their
own more general theories as to parties among the earlv Christ-
( 1 )
ia.ns, and their tendencies," They tried to discover the bias
of each writer v/hich led him to mould his narrative in his own
particular way, and to assign to it on that basis its date and
historical importa,nce. Each book was allotted its position in
time and space by reason of the conscious relationship of its
v/riter to the supposed mortal conflict between the two branches
of Apostolic Christianity. They proceeded immediately to
broad generalizations which had neither been reached nor veri-
1, Stanton, V, H. - "Gospels" - art, in Hastings Bible Diction-
ary
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fied by a close examine t ion of all the facts. The result has
been that, in spite oi tne auility oi the leaders and the
importance of their contribution to the study of early Christian
history, their theories have been largely overthrown.
It is difficult to make a "tendency writing" out of Mark,
Several attempts have been made with different objects in view.
Besides the Tubingen idea of a mediating document, it has been
called now a Petrine production, now a Pauline production. All
such attempts have been failures, but all contain a ineasure of
truth. The author was not a Judaizer for the G-ospel was written
for G-entiles. In it Pharisaism is condemned, and the Davidic
descent of Jesus, although asserted, is not systematically
proved, ITor was he an extreme Paulinist. He did, it is true,
mediate between Paul and the Judaizers, but whether or not such
neutrality was conscious and intentional is to be doubted. All
these attempts to make him take one side or the other, or to
avoid all extreme utterances on either side and so effect a
reconciliation of all parties on a common evangelistic ground,
looks like forcing theory upon his Gospel from the outside,
"In the writer himself we can trace no tendency but that of
telling the Gospel of Jesus Christ as movingly as possible, and
of demonstrating his glory through his own words and deeds -
( 1 )
the tendency in fact, which every Gospel must display," By
rejecting this theory, as the majority of Hew Testament schol-
ars do, we again avoid the necessity of either accepting or
1, Jiilicher, Adolf - 0£, cit. - p. 321,
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rejecting the Petrine Tradition.
This does not, however, do away with the question of Paul-
ine influence upon Mark and his Gospel. That hints of such a
relationship can oe detected is usually conceded. But Dr.
Benjamin TJisner Bacon, does not stop with detecting hints, he
"believes that "in very high degree Mark’s narrative is dominated
"by theoretical considerations, often manifestly derived from
( 1 )
the Pauline Epistles, especially Romans." He believes also
that Mark is the most Pauline of the Synoptic Gospels, basing
his judgment upon Mark’s conception of his task. He points out
that although Mark must have knovm the teaching- source he
leaves his readers 7/ithout any information on the law of Jesus.
In short he is more interested in presenting the gospel concern-
ing Jesus than the gospel of Jesus. His effort is expended to
produce belief in Jesus as the Son of God. f/hen he does give
attention to the teaching of Jesus, in the section 8:27-10:52,
Bacon sees in it a portrayal of "the mind that was in Ghrist
Jesus •
"
The opposition, \iith Schweitzer, Wernle, and Martin Werner
as leaders^ has tried to prove that the Gospel of Mark shows no
trace whatever of Pauline influence. Their argument is best
summed up by Werner, as follows:
"Whether the Mark of our second Gospel be
identified with the companion of Paul or not,
1, Bacon, B. W, - The Beginnings Of Gospel Story - Yale Univ.
Press, TTew Haven, p. xx.
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a comparison of his vrriting with the Pauline
Epistles today generally acknowledged as authen-
tic gives the following result:
"1. Where Mark agrees with Paul the matter
in question always consists of primitive Christ-
ian ideas universally current.
"2. Wherever we find in the Epistles
distinctive, characteristic Pauline views
which transcend this common basis, parallels
are either completely wanting in Mark, or we
find a directly contradictory standpoint.
"3. Accordingly there cannot be the slight-
est idea of an influence of Pauline theology in
the Gospel of Mark." (l)
Bacon attacks this view on the ground that it rests upon a
misconception of the really distinctive feature of Mark’s
dependence upon Paul. He maintains that it looks for a mere
borrowing of words and phrases while the true relationship
"is supremely manifest in this evangelist's whole conception
(2)
of what constitutes the apostolic message." To support his
contention he claims that Mark used as sources documents that
had been written in the Greek language, and that these documents,
while retaining traces in abundance of Aramaic originals, have
undergone an infiltration of Paulinistic (if not Pauline) ideas.
Passing to more direct influence he compares the proportion of
space and interest given to teaching as against narrative mate-
rial in Mark with the proportion for the same elments in
Matthew and Luke. He infers from this comparison that Mark’s
concentration upon the story of Jesus’ career, in particular the
reduction of all sot ierological teaching to the doctrine of the
1. Bacon, B. W, - Gospel Of Mark - p. 247.
2. Bacon, B. W, - Gospel Of Mark - p. 247.
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Gross and Resurrection, cannot be explained without reference to
Paul, Again, with one exception, the Parable of the Rejection
of the Son (Mark 12:1-12), all of the discourses of Mark appear
to have been developed with Pauline coloring. The result of
Bacon’s intensive survey of Mark and the Pauline Epistles is
the conclusion that "if the evangelist knew these writings the
influence they have exerted upon him has reached his mind rather
than his pen. The few cases of phraseology that might be des-
ignated Pauline are such as can be easily accounted for through
the currency of oral and traditional teaching of certain half-
stereotyped forms. But if the question be put in another form,
less specific, but equally conclusive as regards the question
of date and composition, the answer will be quite different.
If it be asked ’Can we imagine a gospel such as Mark taking
form in a community ignorant of the teaching of Paul?’ the
answer is a decided No, The whole aim of the Gospel, its Ghrist-
ology and sotierology, its discourses and the framework of their
composition, especially what we are able to trace out of its
relation to earlier sources, make it impossible to account for
such a composition as this without the life, the thought, and
the teaching of Paul. Mark shows a direct, but not a literary
( 1 )
dependence on the teaching of the great Apostle to the Gentiles."
There are some difficulties in the way of accepting this
view whole-heartedly. Some of its supporters insist that any
1, Bacon, B, ’V, - Gosoel Of Mark - p, 271,
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reference in Mark to the redemptive power of Jesus can be
explained only by the intrusion of Pauline features into the
original document* It is too much to believe that Paul was the
only first-century Christian pre-cher who made that his theme*
Bacon puts the responsibility for the ’’radical Paulinism" not
i
upon Mark himself but upon a later anti- Judais tic editor* This,
however, raises the question of why the sane influence which
inserted "To give his life a ransom for many" (10:45), did not i
bring about the omission of "It is not meet to take the '
children’s bread and cast it unto the dogs" (7:27), a text
which flies into the very teeth of Pauline doctrine and prac-
tice* If this practice of deliberately interpolating Pauline
elements into the genuine Gospel tradition for dogmatic pur-
poses prevailed to any great extent it is strange that some
of Paul’s essential principles are not more clearly enunciated
in the Gospels, It is peculiar both that the only verse in !
Mark directly bearing upon the admission of the Gentiles is
1
absolutely opposite to Paul’s standpoint and that he himself
never claims or quotes a single saying of Jesus in support of
his argument that the barrier between Jew and Gentile has been
demolished*
But this need not be taken to mean that there was no Paul- !
ine influence upon the Gospel of Mark* On the contrary there
are rather clear-cut evidences of it. These, however, may
indicate indirect or unconscious influence rather than delib-
erate* Phrases that sometimes sound Pauline, like "Abba,
98 *

father” (found only in Mark 14:36; Romans 8:15; Galatians 4:6)
or the saying about the fulfilling of time (Mark 1:15 - Gala-
tians 4:4) need not be denied to Mark for he most certainly came
under Paul’s influence. Many of these minute similarities are
traces of the Apostolic Age, the Gospel naturally reflecting its
environment in language and spirit - an environment into which
the Pauline Gospel had entered. As a result it is difficult to
separate any direct Pauline influence from the indirect.
On the one hand Mark diverges from Paul in his emphasis
upon the proof from miracles; and in his theory of the resur-
rection appearances; in his title "Son of Man" which Paul
never uses; and in some points of his Ghristology, The sayings
about the source of defilement (Mark 7:15), the relation of man
to the Sabbath (Mark 2:27-23), and the greatest commandment
(12:32-34); the avoidance of the "law?" and the universalism of
certain verses (11:17 and 13:10) are common to primitive Christ-
ianity and need not be regarded as specifically Pauline. And
it is going a bit far to claim that the story of the unauthor-
ized exorcist (9:38-39) and the refulsal of the request of
Zebedee’s sons (10:35-41) are inserted in the interest of Paul,
or that all references to the Gross and redemption must be
attributed to Paulinism (as though Paul monopolized these in
the primitive Church), or that a saying like "the spirit truly
is ready, but the flesh is weak" is based on the Pauline
category of the flesh and the spirit.
On the other hand, some allegorical or symbolical touches.
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;for example those in the stories of the fig-tree (11:12-14) and






me in character. .And the theory of the parables expressed by
j
:Mark 4:10-12 betrays the influence of such viev;s as Paul urged
!
in I Corinthians 14:21-22 and Romans 9:18-29; 10:16-21; 11:8-10.
It is hard to find proof for a denial that this explanation of
i
Jesus’ method of teaching, in its present form at least, does '
not bear the print of Pauline theory of Israel’s rejection.
Thus, in addition to such information as he may have de-
rived from Peter, Hark has incorporated some of Paul’s doc-
trines. But there is nothing strange about this, for any
1
educated Christian living after the middle of the first century,
j
let alone one -vho is supposed to have been an ersti^rhile travel- '
jing companion or attendant of the Apostle, could not fail to i
feel the influence of that great teacher. But the influence of
I
jPaul is very small in comparison with that of Peter and the
jother disciples. They, too, were interested in the problem
[presented by Jesus’ Crucifixion and found in his Resurrection
L satisfactory solution. They, too, had recognized both the
[humanity and the divine character of Jesus. "In a sense far
i
'from that contemplated by the critics of Tubingen Mark is the
Gospel of Peter and Paul. Hot as an effort at compromise
i
ibetween opposing parties in the Church does it seek the welfare
I
'of the whole, but conscious of the great message each Apostle
I
Ihad to convey, and in the spirit of their heroic martyrdom, it
|
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apostolic teaching."
But back of the reflections of Pauline teachings, and of
the lessons of his epistle to the Romans is the foundation of
the story of Jesus as told by Peter, a story Y^hich Paul himself
must have heard from Peter’s lips. Since, to all appearances,
there has been considerable influence of Paul upon our Gospel
'Ye have here a fact that makes the Petrine tradition a little
less than absolutely true. We can still claim for it a large
measure of -rrorth, inasmuch as the Pauline influence is not
nearly so great as the Petrine, but -we can no longer take it at
full face value.
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Just how much may underlie the high claim of the relation
of Mark’s Gospel to the Apostle Peter is a matter for far
keener critical scrutiny than this paper contains. It must deal
extensively with an examination of the text. But even this
"brief survey of the Petrine tradition and the efforts made to
refute it has brought out the fact that the contents of Mark
show evidence of being much more than a mere editing of Peter’s
sermons. There are many passages which, to say the least, give
no intrinsic indication of coming from such a source, for ex-
ample, the story of the tragic end of John the Baptist (Mark
6:17-29),
"The evidence of the gospel itself is, in fact, conclusive i
that its origin is not from mere memory or oral tradition, but
from careful putting together of written sources which the
evangelist modestly undertook rather to adjust together and
embellish with graohic touches from the Apostle’s discourse,
( 1 )
than to supersede by a na-rrative altogether his own." The
proof of this rests largely upon the fact that in addition to
the general tendency to duplication in expression, a very
considerable element of the Gospel repeats with some variation
a story vdiich has already been told, ilot merely individual
incidents are repeated, but a connected series is duplicated,
section b3 ’- section. This is seen in a comparison of Mark 8:1-26
1. Bacon, B. "Y. - Introduction To The Hew Testament - p. 207.:
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•with Hark 6:31-7:37 in which events are exact 13^ duplicated in
both theme and order.
6:31-44 Hiraculous feeding of a
multitude somewhere on
the east of the lake.
8:1-9
6:45-52 Crossing the lake. 8:10a
6:53-56 Arrival at the -west of
the lake.
8:10b
7:1-23 Conflict -with the author-
ities .
8:11,12
7:24-31 Avoidance of the dominion
of Antipas.
8:13-21
7:32-37 Healing on the east of
the lake.
8:22-26
This looks strongly like an attempt to include two separate and '
I
jslightly different accounts of the same incidents in one Gospel.
'It also explains the omission by Luke of Hark 6:45-8:26, for
Ithis is the section -which contains the principal duplications,
1








of small groups of anecdotes, not linked together by sequence in
memory, but designed to sho'v the attitude of Jesus under various
conditions of criticism and opposition. An example is found
in the series of incidents in Hark 2:l-3:6. Here Jesus and the
Pharisees cone into conflict over forgiveness of sins (2:1-12),
a.ssocia,tion with sinners (2:13-17), fasting (2:18-22), and
Sabbath observance (2:23-27; 3:1-6). The last two stories in
I
particula,r, since both are concerned Y/ith the keeping of the





each other. Similarly short series of sayings occur in which
it is hard to find any inner development or cohesion. They
seem to stand vrhere they are “because their original setting has
been lost and the author had no other convenient place to put
them. The^/ are it is true bound together after a fashion by a
common theme such as "hidden light" in the series of Tlark
4:21-25 or "prayer" in that of 11:23-25.
It is possible that the story of the Transfiguration (Hark
9:2-13) a.nd the plotting of the chief priests and the scribes
(Mark 14:1-2) may ha.ve come from a,n earlier written source. The
time references in them., such as "and after six days" and "after
two days v/as the feast of the Passover, and of unlea.vened bread,"
are different in kind and style from such vague references as
v;e find elsewhere in this Gospel, such as, "in those days"
(1:9), "and again" (2:1), "and when" (11:1). The v/ords "after
two days was the fea.st of the Passover" have the air of a new
beginning which probably means that Mark here availed himself
of an earlier document.
The "little Apocalypse" of Chapter 13 probably circulated
as an independent pamiphlet before being incorporated here. It
is easy to believe that wha,t professed to be the v;ords of the
Lord concerning the La.st Times should be independently circu-
lated and that the evangelist or a la,ter editor incorporated it
into the Gospel v;ith or without revision. It is much the long-
est uninterrupted speech in the Second Gospel, a discourse
extending through a long chapter being found nowhere else. In
.imie
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contrast is the loosely’’ joined string of parables in the fourth
chapter (4:3-32), The language of the passage is also different
from that of the rest of the book. The nucleus of this escha-
tological discourse seems to have been certain original sayings
of Jesus regarding the fate of Jerusalem; but those sayings
seem to have been expanded to contain the popular beliefs
concerning Jesus’ second coming that existed in the church
(cf, II Thess, 2), The statement in the fourteenth verse, "Let
him who reads understand," im.plies that this apocalypse was in
written form before being introduced into the Gospel,
Scattered throughout the book are editorial touches due
partly to catechetical influences, such as the addition of
"Jesus Christ" and possibly of "the Son of God" to "gospel"
(1:1), of "believe in the gospel" to "repent" (1:15), of
"and the gospel’s" to "for my sake" (8:35 and 10:29), of "be-
cause ye are Christ’s" (9:41), and of "with persecutions"
(10:30), Other later insertions are to be seen in the incident-
al description of the twelve a.s "apostles" (6:30), observations
on Jesus’ words (6:52 a.nd 13:37), reflections of the apostolic
age as, for example, in the description of John’s baptism (1:4),
editorial glosses like "This he said, making all m.eats clean"
(7:19), and other additions which are either marginal notes, or
insertions of an early copyist, such as, "take up your bed"
(2:9), "the new from the old" (2:21), "him that had the legion"
(5:15), etc. These things belong, however, to the excessive
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There is one passage of the existing text of Mark that we
,must uncondit iona.llj'- reject - the conclusion (16:9-20). This is
an obvious discrepancy vrith foregoing material, for we v/ere led
to expect resurrection appee.rances in Galilee, furthermore, the
stjrle exhibits none of Mark's distinguishing characteristics
and the verses are all to be found in the other Gospels. Mven
external evidence is against accepting this passage for it is
lacking in most of the Greek manuscripts. The Gospel breaks off
suddenly in the middle of a sentence at 16:8 with the words,
"for they were afraid." Not only is it impossible to explain
such an abrupt ending as intentional, but the previous verse
has given promise of an appearance in Galilee, which would
naturally be described by the author in due time. A shorter
1
,
ending the.n that which we ha^ve is preserved in some Greek
I
manuscripts, but since it only assumes the existence of the
appearances and does not describe them, there is no reason for
regarding it as genuine.
Various suggestions have been put forth to account for
this lack of a genuine ending. One is that Mark was prevented
from, finishing the book by some emergency, the death of Peter,
for instance, or some misfortune to the author himself. A
second is that the ending was v/ritten but accidentally lost by
mutilation of the manuscript - the detaclunent of the last leaf
or the abrasion of the outside end of a roll. A third is that
i
I the ending was intentionally removed a.nd suppressed before the
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book gained Canonical recognition. The reason for such action,
if it TTas ta.ken, vtb.s the rejection of the testimony of Mark,-
who probably made the first appearance of the risen Lord occur
in Galilee and to Peter alone, in favor of that of that of the
other Evangelists who assigned it to Jerusalem, before the
women, or the eleven, or the disciples going to Emmaus.
The present ending is an attempt to supply a grevious
deficiency in a sacred book. In a manuscript of 989 A. D. there
is a scholion, the conjecture of a,n Armenian scribe, attributing
it to "The Elder Aristor.*" This at first seemed to clear up
( 1 )
the matter, but it has been proven to be a garbled tradition,
77e can onli^- surmise, then, where this ending came from and the
most attractive suggestion is that it was adopted from some
early apocryphal gospel,
7/e have alread^r mentioned Mark’s limited use of Q, and his
indebtedness to Paul, This permits us to sum up the discussion
of Mark as a com^pilation by saying that there are no indications
that the sources were either numerous or extensive. On the
other hand our study has shown that we cannot think of this
Gospel as merely a transcript of Peter’s preaching. Though
there are many primitive characteristics in the story it is
certainly not the direct narrative of an e^^e-witness and partic-
ipant in the events recorded, ITo doubt much of it does go back
to Peter but we must allow for other sources as well. It is
against all probability that Mark, having the unique advantages
1, Bacon, B. V*. - The Beginnings Of Gospel Story - p, 238,
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that T7ere his, should have limited hiraself, in v/piting his
Gospel, to merely Tvhat he had heard Peter use in his prea,ching.
Here Tvas a man who had lived in Jerusalem; and had associated
with all the apostles in the first decade; had heen the attend-
ant of Paul and the "interpreter" of Peter; had been horn a Jew;
understood Greek; was well though not rahhinically educated;
and was eager to spread the story of Jesus, The stories and the
knov/ledge of the sequence of events he ha,d heard from Peter
furnished him v;ith an outline into v/hich he placed single
stories, groups of sayings, comments, and collections of primi-
I
tive material in such a way as to show how Jesus, the Son of
j
Man, came to his Gross, "He wrote not as a historian but as a
propagator of religious ideas, and put forth his Gospel v.'ith
the same independence as he showed on his first missionary
journey, not to fit a Pauline or a Petrine statement but to
( 1 )
suit the needs of those whose requirement was salvation."
j
I
1, Julicher, G. A. - "The Gospel Of Mark" - art, in The Hew i
Schaf
f
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The foregoing chapters have given us a brief review of the
history of the Tradition that joined the naiie of the Apostle
Peter with the Gospel According to Mark. This tradition, we
have seen, had its beginning in a statement of Papias to the
effect that Mark having been quite intimately associated with
iPeter put into vrriting what he could remember from Peter’s
sermons concerning the words and deeds of Jesus, That this
tradition existed before Papias is indicated by Papias claim
that he derived it from "the Elder" who had been a disciple of
the apostles. This may well be taken to indicate that the tra-
dition bega.n in the first century. At any rate it found wide
acceptance throughout the early Church as shovm by the references
made to it by the Fathers representing various sections of the
world and various stages of early Christian history. An
interesting feature of this acceptance is that as time passed an
even greater part was given to Peter in the writing of the Gospel
until he was finally said to have dictated it to Mark, This
tradition was so widespread and so continuous that it demands
careful scrutiny of internal evidence before judgment can be
passed against it.
The internal evidence in turn was found to support the
tradition for the most part. Although the book itself makes no
reference to its author or origin, evidence can be readily
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•?.J •- I J rf* I,
easy to show tha,t Mark fulfills the requirements of the descrip-
tion given hy Papias. Even the troublesome "not in order" ca,n
be explained away as having reference to some accepted external
standard. Demonstration can be given that this was a Roman
Gospel; that it fit Peter’s own description of his preaching
;
content; that its graphic details came from an eye-witness, who
;
judging by both the style and the content must have been Peter,
I
'But all these things do not prove the tradition, they only
support it. Their support, however, is strong enough to demand
consideration.
The first one to make an assertion that tended to under-
'mine the tradition Avas Augustine who claimed that Mark was
merely/’ an epitomizer of Matthew, This, of course is false but
it is significant that Augustine had recognized the agreements
in the Gospels that underlie the Synoptic relationship. But
;
that relationship, namely, that Matthev/, Mark, and Luke contain
1
;
agreements and differences that cannot be attributed to chance,
j
gives rise to other theories that strike at the Petrine origin
of Hark, Of the theories offered to explain this phenomenon
!
the Two-Document Hypothesis is the only one A"hich offers a
i
: satisf a,c tory solution. This theory holds that Matthew and Luke
both used Mark in essentially its present form as a basis for
1
their Gospels. This establishes the priority of Hark and lends
support to the Petrine Tradition. By so doing it refutes the
,
PrimacAT' theory in the forms Avhich put Matthew and Luke before
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Ill
I
‘Mattherr or Luke r^ould have destroj'^ed the Tradition.
The Tvo-Document H^/pothesis does, ho\7ever, leave the ra^^
open for a theory that ITatthev and Luke used not our canonical
I
I
jliark but o.n ea.rlier form of it, Ur-Marcus. Slabora,te attempts
lat the recovery of Ur-Ka.rcus have been only partially convincing




acknowledged that we are dealing ’'dth surmises only. Some of
I
the proponents of Ur-Ilarcus believe it to have been the Gospel
jreferred to by Pa.pias. It is generally conceded, however, tha.t
I the first documentary source of the S^/noptists was our canonical
Mark or something very similar to it.
The other source, now lost to us, seems to ha,ve been a
i
{document which contained a collection of savings of Jesus. Be-
I
'cause its exact nature is unknown to us we designa,te it merely''
I
as "0,'.' Although there are cons iderR,ble overlappings of the
!





' A new school of thought, Form-Grit icism, attempts to get
i
back of Hark by analj'-zing it into its component "forms." These





mined bv tlie needs of the early Church. Since this theory/ has
j
not yet proven its worth it has had little effect upon the
matter in hand.
Turning to an older school which has found supporters in
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,threatened the tradition, but it is nov; conceded that it -would
j
be extremely difficult for anyone to trace out a "tendency
j
iv/riting" in Hark. Any indications that it was such may be
regarded as accidental. The theory has, ho’-^ever, disclosed con-
i
siderable Paulinism in Mark which may or ma^'- not have been -ohe
j
i
jresult of direct influence. Dr. Bacon maintains that Mark is the
most Paulinistic of the Synoptic Gospels and that his relation-
^ship is not one of borro’ving but of mutual conception of the task
|of spreading "the gospel about Christ," One thing is sure the
|
jstudies of the Tubingen School and of Dr. Bacon have opened the
way for a study of the internal evidence of compilation in
Mark, It is here tha.t we find the real repudiation of the
Petrine origin of Hark, Much of the ras-terial is Petrine, vrith-
out a doubt, but a,lloT’rance must be made for other sources as I
well. Duplication of expression, repetition of series of stor-
j
I
ies, inclusion of series of narratives and sayings, and "the
little Apocal^z-pse" all point to Hark as a compiler. Such
evidence works havoc with the testimony of the ancients for Peter
can no longer be regarded as the sole source of our Second
Gospel. The present estimate of that Gospel is summed up exactly-
in the follo’^^ing paragraph.
"Hot Peter’s memoirs, then, though Peter contributed in-
directly to it, but the work of Mark, in Rome, sometime after the
death of Peter and Paul, who used in his work all the materials
( 1 )
- so should we describe this gospel."
1, Branscomb, Harvie - The Teachings Of Jesus - Cokesburj^ Press,
Nashville, Tenn, 19S1, p, 51.
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